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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 DATA AND MODELS

During CBSD Phase-I, the major CBSD "deliverables" objectives were montages
of CBSD re-processed IRAS Sky Flux Plates. The CBSD "re-processing"
emphasized de-striping and flat-fielding of standard NASA/IRAS Sky Flux Plates.

The purpose of the de-striping was to attenuate the visibility of str': ing artifacts,
which were a consequence of incomplete detector bias/gain compensation In the
original generation of Sky Flux Plates. The purpose of the flat-fielding was to
remove the dominating, date-dependent zodiacal emission background
contributions to the scenes described by the Sky Flux Plates. Beginning in 1989,
these interim CBSD products were significant in that they represented the best
available scene/image data product descriptions of the complex IR celestial
background.

During 1991, the CBSD Phase-I products will begin to become superseded by
new NASA-standard IRAS data products which are currently referred to as "Super
Sky Flux Plates." In conjunction with CBSD Phase-II products, they will be a new
and useful resource for describing IR celestial backgrounds. The "Super Sky Flux
Plates" are being generated at NASA's CalTech/JPL IPAC (Infrared Processing &
Analysis Center).

In the context of CBSD development, MRC has been working closely with IPAC to
access the most up-to-date IRAS data products available; e.g. MRC has also
been a "beta" test site for one of IPAC's new Zodiacal History File products, and
MRC has been given pre-release samples of Super Sky Flux. In this introduction
to CBSD Phase-Il work, it makes sense to describe the nature of the "Super Sky
Flux Plates," so that CBSD users will have an understanding of how CBSD scene
generation capability complements IRAS image data. The following is an
unofficial pre-release summary of Super Sky Flux:

Plates for ecliptic latitudes >500 are scheduled to be available in Spring
1991; full-sky coverage is scheduled to be available in December 1991.

Pixel size will be 1.5 arc-minutes, compared to 2 arc-minutes in the
current generation of IRAS Sky Flux Plates.

Hlate size will be 12.50 x 12.5°, compared to Sky Flux's 16.5° x 16.50;

Striping has been greatly reduced by pre-processing the raw scan data
specifically to minimize detector-to-detector and scan-to-scan artifacts;

The time-dependent zodiacal emission contribution is being removed;
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In addition to individual HCON Plate sets, a three HCON co-add plate set
is being developed; however, regions within ±30' of the ecliptic plane
may not be included in the co-add plate set sent to NSSDC for general
distribution.

Super Sky Flux will constitute the best available all-sky IRAS Image data.
Nevertheless, relative to highly general IR celestial background scene
requirements, there are still significant limitations; e.g.

the spatial resolution of Super Sky Flux Images will be about 4 sc-
minutes (or about 1 milli-radian), coarse relative to the CBSD requirement
of 5-10 arc-seconds (e.g. a few tens of micro-radians);

the Super Sky Flux spectral coverage and spectral resolution are fixed by
the four broad IRAS bands, centered at 12, 25, 60, and 100 pm, whereas
CBSD must be able to generate scen.s anywhere in the 2-30pm spectral
range, with a spectral resolution of 0. 1pm;

the CBSD must generate scenes with a flux threshold about 50 times
lower than the IRAS (12 and 25pm) sensitivity limit.

Phase-il CBSD must provide a IR celestial background scene description
capability which is consistent with existing data such as IRAS Super Sky Flux, but
which Is not limited to the spatial, spectral, and sensitivity domains of existing
data. This requirement can only be satisfied by a set of models which employ
sound scientific judgment to extend the domain of model utility beyond the
constraints of existing data.

1.2 THE CBSD MULTI-COMPONENT MODEL

CBSD Phase-li works to address the above-stated objective via development of
algorithms and software which Implement realistic models of all the primary
celestial background phenomenologles. These are summarized in Figure 1.2-1,
which also Illustrates the natural division Into solar system, galactic, and extra-
galactic features.

During the past year, the CBSD program has developed and refined IR scene
generation models for the zodiacal emission, thermal emission from asteroids and
planets, and the galactic point source background. Separate chapters In this
report are devoted to each of those areas.
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In Chapter 3, which addresses the point source scene generation module,
ongoing extensions to that module for extended source descriptions of nebulae
and HII regions are briefly discussed.

As is also indicated in Chapter 3, the CBSD treatment of "small" galaxies will be a
natural extension of the point source module's reliance on the NASA/Ames SKY
model.

In addition, MRC has had discussions with IPAC for the purpose of accessing
digital forms of IPAC's published IRAS data base on large galaxies. During 1991,
MRC will assimilate that data base Into CBSD such that about 30 of the largest
galaxies will be individually described In CBSD In a form consistent with the IRAS
data.

Although It is not covered In this report because of Its preliminary status, a CBSD
module for cometary dust trails has been developed by Sykes et al at Steward
Observatory (University of Arizona) and Is now being tested by MRC. This
module attempts to describe extended (tens of degrees) dust trai;s associated
with 120 comets by employing the high-quality IRAS Tempel.2 data as a basis
model.

Although no CBSD module yet exists for Inter-stellar IR cirrus, MRC has been
working closely with Jones et al at RAE in England, to achieve a data-based
understanding of cirrus fractal characteristics. MRC has provided RAE with
CBSD-processed versions of IRAS Sky Flux plate data in several cirrus-dominated
regions and RAE has begun to make progress In deriving useful fractal
paramaterizations from these data. Most recently, MRC has also provided RAE
with copies of pre -release Super Sky Flux for similar analyses.

The CBSD modules discussed in Chapters 2, 3, and 4 are all now operational and
have been employed to generate a significant variety of scenes. Some of those
scenes have been specifically generated for comparison with IRAS plates, and the
results have been quite satisfactory. Those results, whose most effective
illustration require color capability, have now been widely shown and discussed at
various meetings. The CBSD scene generation capability has been well accepted
by both the IR astronomy community and the potential DoD user community.

Early versions of the CBSD zodiacal and point source modules were delivered to
(June 1990) and are now employed within Version 1 of the SDIO Strategic Scene
Generator Model (SSGM). The most recent versions of these CBSD modules and
the CBSD asteroids/planets module, described in subsequent chapters, will be
integrated with Version 2 ot the SSGM during the first half of 1991.
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2.0 CBZODY STATUS UPDATE

Much of 1990 has been spent in the testing, cleanup, and retesting of CBZODY; in
a careful review of the IRAS ZOHF database and evaluation of a new point-source
removed version of ZOHF; in the development of software to extract and fit an
optimal subset of ZOHF observations; and in a literature search to collate the
results of other studies of zodiacal emission models and to determine the current
understanding of all aspects of the zodiacal dust cloud. We present results of this
work below.

2.1 INTRODUCTION

The CBSD Zodiacal Emission Model code (CBZODY) simulates the contribution of
thermal emission from the solar system dust cloud to the 2 - 30 pm Infrared
celestial background (IRCB). This emission dominates the diffuse IR background
over most of this waveband (scattering of sunlight by the zodiacal dust becomes
an important contribution to the background for wavelengths x < 4 pm).

The apparent zodiacal brightness drops by a factor of roughly 3 between the
ecliptic plane at 900 solar elongation (Sun-Earth-Observation angle E) and the
ecliptic poles (I. J 80 MJy/sr in the IRAS 25 pm band, and 1 MJy/sr =
106 Janskys/steradian). Figures 3-5 show typical IRAS scans In all 4 wavebands.
Infrared and optical studies suggest that the zodiacal dust cloud Is a disk-like
structure slightly inclined to the Earth's orbital plane (i - 2°) with an ascending
node n estimated to be between 400 - 1100 depending on the data and methods
used. Because the dust cloud is inclined with respect to the Earth's orbit and
neither the cloud nor the Earth's orbit are circularly symmetric about the Sun, the
relative geometry of the Earth, Sun, and dust cloud depends on the Earth's orbital
" osition. Therefore, the apparent zodiacal contribution to the IR sky varies with
time. [For brief, somewhat dated reviews of IR and optical work see Hauser
(1988) and Giese (1980), respectively. For an extensive pre-IRAS reviews see
Lienert (1975), and Weinberg and Sparrow (1978)].

In addition to the large-scale dust cloud emission, analyses of observations from
the Infrared Astronomical Satellite (IRAS) have revealed narrow bands of emission
which occur in symmetric pairs above and below the zodiacal cloud symmetry
plane (i . 1V - 100 for the most prominent bands). These structures contain
several percent of the peak zodiacal brightness. [See Sykes et.ai. (1989) for
review.] The bands are thought to be torl of dust particles associated with different
families of asteroids. Observations of both diffuse and banded emission are
consistent with dynamical models of dust originating from solar system objects,
most likely comets and asteroids. [Dohnanyi (1978) reviews interplanetary dust
particle dynamics]. However, current dynamical models of the dust contain many
more parameters than can be constrained by available observations.
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CBZODY simulates both the diffuse zodiacal dust cloud and dust band
contributions to the IRCB with simple physical models of the dust number density
distribution and the dust emission spectrum based on available scientific data and
current theories of solar system dust phenomena. The use of simple physical
models instead of phenomenological descriptions of observations, or complex
dynamical models, enables CBZODY to predict the zodiacal contribution to the
IRCB at geometries and wavelengths where observations are limited or non-
existent, while minimizing the number of parameters and computation time used to
model the IRCB. This makes CBZODY a valuable tool to plan strategies for future
observations, and to test, improve, and compare models of the zodiacal dust
complex.

The following sections discuss various aspects of the CBZODY module. Section 2
describes CBZODY capabilities. Section 3 gives a rough sketch of the structure of
the CBZODY modusa, Section 4 describes the models of dust cloud and bands
used in CBZODY. Section 5 discusses validation of these models using available
observations. Section 6 describes the improvements made in the CBZODY code,

6



2.2 CBZODY CAPABILITIES

CBZODY simulates space-based observations of the zodiacal thermal emission
brightness density in Janskys/steradian (Jy/sr) for user-specified spectral filter,
sky regions, and dates including Universal Time (UT') of observation. Some
model parameters and assumptions can also be altered at run time. Observation
parameters can be input interactively from the keyboard or r'ead In from a
parameter file. Output can be to a terminal screen, ASCII files, or FITS format
Image files. Spectral filter response for x = 1 - 30 /m at 4,\ = 0.1 pm spectral
resolution is specified in an ASCII file. Sky regions can be gnomonlc projections
of patches of the sky in equatorial coordinates similar to the IRAS Skyflux plates,
or sky brightness can be obtained for lists of arbitrary points on the sky In
equatorial ( a, 6), ecliptic ( x, p), or differential ecliptic ( x-'sun, A) coordinate
systems. Model parameters can be specified In a separate input parameter file.

The wavelength-dependent volumetric emissivity of the model dust particle
population as a function of helioentric distance is also tabulated in a user-
specified ASCII file. This emissivity table, supplied by Bill Reach (UC Berkeley)
depends on the detailed properties of the dust particle population (spatial
variations in particle composition, structure, size distribution) and is based on an
analysis of emik!sivity of dust near the Earth's orbit using IRAS broad-band colors
(Reach, 1988].

In addition to the above capabilities, code for fitting the CBZODY model
parameters to the IRAS Zodiacal Observation History File (ZOHF) data product,
and for testing CBZODY as a whole and as Individual subroutines are also being
developed.

CBZODY is intended to be :ompletely Fortran 77 ANSI-compliant (F77).



2.3 CBZODY CODE OVERVIEW

The following is a brief pseudo-code description of how CBZODY computes the
dust cloud and dust band brightnesses in a specified reqion of the sky.

First, CBZODY reads in all necessary user input and performs one-time
computations (initializations, Earth's orbital position, etc.) Some one-time
computations (for example, the band-limited volumetric emissivity eb vs, D table)
are flagged for first-pass execution inside repeatedly called subroutines.

Second, CBZODY enters a loop appropriate to the desired input/output mode
(gnomonic projection of sky patch, keyboard pixel coordinate list, etc.). The sky
coordinates are transformed to the dust model input coordinate system
(differential eclipLic), and passed in the call to the LOS brightness computation
subroutine (DUST3).

Third, for each pixel, the brightness is computed by integrating the dust cloud
model emissivity along the LOS. This involves numerically integrating the product
of the model dust number-density distribution n(Rz) and an interpolation of the
table of band-limited volumetric emissivity fb(D).

Fourth, the contribution of each dust band is computed. This involves determining
the intersection of the LOS with a thin-ribbon model of the dust bands (see
discussion of dust band model), looking up the normalized brightness density in
the latitudinal profile table for each band, and multiplying by the appropriate
geometric and spectral band scaling factors.

This pixel-by-pixel brightness density computation repeats for each pixel
coordinate pair requeste*

I I I I I I I I II I I



2.4 CBZODY MODEL OF THE ZODIACAL DUST COMPLEX

CBZODY describes the zodiacal dust complex as a multi-component system
consisting of a diffuse cloud of dust distributed throughout the inner so,vr system
and several (currently three) pairs of dust bands nominally associated I specific
asteroid families (Eos, Koronis, and Themis). Each components o A particle
population characteristics are assumed homogeneous throughout space.

There has been apparent ambiguity pertaining to coordinate systems in early
versions of CBZODY. This reflects both poorly written and inaccurately
commented original code, the traditional Fortran restrictions on variable names,
and conflicting definitions and incorrect citations in the literature. A brief aside on
coordinate nomenclature for zodiacal dust cloud geometry will hopefully clear the
fog (or at least point out some of the pitfalls).

Figure 1 presents the Sun-Earth-LOS geometry for a specific location P In the dust
cloud wiih geometric quantities labelled. The origin of much of the problem is the
extension of eclip~ic plane geometric terminology beyond the plane. For example,
"elongation" has been used for both "solar" (E) and "ecliptic" (\-A ,) elongation,
which are only equivalent in the ecliptic plane. We will use "differential ecliptic
longitude" for "ecliptic elongation" (A-x ) to avoid confusion since the quantity is
simply related to ecliptic longitude, an retain solar elongation. Another example
is confusion between distance from the Sun (r in the literature, D here) and
distance from the Sun projected into the dust cloud symmetry plane (R here).
Again these are identical distances for in-plane measurements, but n= for out-of-
plane observations.

Misinterpretations have resulted from confusing these quantities. Our definitions
of distance quantities are discussed in the model descriptions below and shown in
Figure 1. We have tried to avoid these pitfalls in our definitions, and have
revamped CBZODY variable names where necessary within the constraints of
Fortran 77's 6-character case-insensitive variable names.

"The CBZODY model for the dust cloud number-density distribution is azimuthally
symmetric about its plane of symmetry, and hence completely described by
cylindrical coordinates at constant azimuth (Rz). The zodiacal dust cloud
symmetry plane is specified by its inclination angle (i) and ascending node (0) with
respect to the ecliptic plane. It is also useful to define

D = (R2 + Z2)h ,

as the distance to the Sun, and 0 as the heliocentric latitude measured from the
symmetty plane of the dust cloud. Note that the definitions of D and R are
reversed in the original CBZODY code, which was another source of confusion.

S"1 9



The density model n(Rz) is separable into the product of two functions

n(Rz) = n(D, s f(D) f(ABn)

f(D) = noo-D` ;

(no M density at D = 1 AU, psun = O).

Note that

Osun = arctan(z/R)

This Is the standard form of most zodiacal dust cloud density models to date.
Note that the original version of the CBZODY code used R -1 in place of D -' In
the power-law term. This was changed to D - 1 in the current version of the code
to conform with the standard physical model of the dust cloud (see below).
Computations show that this change has little effect on the model density contours
near the Earth. Murdock and Price (1985) state that D -1 Is the best-fit power-law
model for Zodiacal Infrared Project (ZIP) IR rocket observations In the ecliptic
plane, but that the fit is not satisfactory over the entire range of solar elongations
(E = 220- 1800).

The simplest dynamical model of the dust cloud hypothesizes that solar radiation
drag In the form of the Poynting-Robortson (P-A) effect and corpuscular drag from
the solar wind causes dust particles to spiral Inward from solar system sources
(comets and/or asteroids) on time-scales of 104 to 105 years. This drag force
preserves orbital inclination and therefore p,,• reduces the eccentricity of orbits,
and tends toward a steady-state D - 1 radial "'tst density distribution for a constant
source of dust. These properties are independent of particle size and composition
as long as P-R drag is the dominant perturbing force on the Sun's central
gravitational field. However, particles from the same source will be segregated by
composition and size because of the differing rates of infall, and dust populations
are expected to evolve as a result of collisions and solar heat-induced structural
changes.

A number of models have been proposed for the latitudinal density distribution
f(.,a), but to date none of them has fit satisfactorily over the all regions of the sky
observed, nor consistently from waveband to waveband. CBZODY uses a
Lorentzian latitudinal function

f(asun) = r 2 / k1 2 + tan(a•,Sn) 2

or in cylindrical coordinates

f(R,z) = (1 + (z/rR)),

10



where r is the value of tan(A) corresponding to the half-width-half-max (HWHM) for

f•Au) (Fl ) z,.,, R = 1 AU). Also note that

sinosw,) = z/D

a term which also appears in some fis .) models.

This Lorentzian density distribution shares properties of both the classical
ellipsoidal and fan models of previous optical and IR studies studies (see
Giese et.aL, 1986; Giese and KneiI'el, 1989 for reviews). Both models take the
standard form

n(D~e ,u) = D -D fo sun)

with latitudinal density distribution functions:

Fan Model -

fas,,) = exp(-rFlsin(asn)I)

Ellipsoidal Model -

f(N,=) = (1 + ((E sln(Bsun))2) -n/2

There are various versions of the fan model, qualitatively similar, possessing
density contours which are pinched at small R, and approach a cusp at the point
of maximum radial extent RM, for a given density contour. The fan model provides
a consistent fit over a wide range of solar elongations, but it fails to fit well at all
latitudes because of its unphysical cusp in the symmetry plane. This can be seen
in fits to IRAS ZOHF scans (Rowan-Robinson etal., 1990).

The ellipsoidal model roughly fits the data at 900 solar elongation, although a lack
of brightness at intermediate latitudes , has been noted in zodiacal light studies
(Giese et.al., 1986). The CBZODY -Iorenztian model has constant density
contours which retain the successful features of the fan model while removing the
unphysical cusp. This can be seen by considering constant density contours in
the R-z plane (Figure 6]. The constant density contours approach an ellipsoidal
model near their maximum extent. They are broader than ellipsoidal contours In
the z-directlon at intermediate R, but then reach a peak HWHM and start dropping
back towards the symmetry plane as R approaches zero. Note that qualitatively,
the Lorentzian model has more in common with the fan model than the ellipsoidal
model, although in functional form it is easily mistaken for the ellipsoidal model.

The model for the volumetric emissivity of the dust assumes that the dust
population is physically homogeneous throughout the solar system (same size
distribution, same composition). This is not realistic, but is a reasonable
simplifying assumption in the absence of sufficient data. The dynamics of the dust
are expected to be size and composition dependent (P-R drag, radiation pressure,
secular planetary perturbations), as is the evolution of the dust particle population

11



(collisions, solar heating). However, the effects of any inhomogenities may be
reduced by the near-earth domination of LOS brightness, particularly near the
ecliptic poles. In-plane brightnesses may be more dependent on spatial variations
of dust particle properties because of the slow fall-off of emissivity with distance
(see below). Also, studies suggest that particles of a small range of sizes will
dominate the IR emission (Reach, 1988; Gustafson, 1990] (size a 3 pm for typical
particle size distributions and compositions). More sophisticated models of spatial
variations of particle properties are probably not justified by available data, but can
be added to CBZODY through the volumetric emissivity database file to study the
sensitivity of CBZODY to these unknown properties of the dust.

One implicit model parameter that has been little discussed In previous fits of IR
dust cloud models to observations is how the dust cloud density distribution Is
cutoff at large radii. Currently, CBZODY arbitrarily cuts off the dust cloud on the
boundaries of cylinder with radius R = 6 AU and height Az = ±6 AU about
symmetry plane. The apparent LOS brightness distribution is not sensitive to the
choice of cutoff boundaries in the vertical direction since the density distribution is
strongly concentrated towards the symmetry plane. However, the LOS brightness
integral does not converge as rapidly in the ecliptic plane. In fact, the LOS dust
density integral by itself diverges logarithmically (n(Rz=O) = D -1, and the LOS
brightness integral only converges because of the decrease in volumetric
emissivity with distance (t m D -'1 for \ - 25 pm) (Figure 7]. Simple
computations using these heliocentric distance dependencies suggest that- 13%
of the contribution to the LOS brightness comes from D = 3 - 6 AU and - 7%
comes from D = 4 - 6 AU (E = 1800) for a 6 AU cutoff. This Is an Important point,
since the primary source of dust may be Inside 4 AU (dust bands or short-period
comets).

Note that this is not as much of an issue for optical studies since the amount of
scattered light is suppressed by the proportionality to the solar flux itself (= D -2)
and the scattering function. How this directly relates to the IRAS observations Is
discussed in section 2.5.

The emission from each pair of dust bands is modelled as a thin, Sun-centered,
toroidal ribbon with a radius equal to the perihelion distance of the asteroid family
associated with the band pair. The circular symmetry and infinitesimal thickness
allows each pair of bands to be described by a 1-D surface brightness profile in
heliocentric latitude about the dust band symmetry plane. The profile is generated
from a projection of Sykes (1990) 3-D dust band model convolved with a gausslan
distribution of inclinations consistent with those of the nominal asteroid family. The
current normalizations represent best-guesses consistent with high-pass filtered
IRAS observations in the 25 Jm band. Note that such a normalization scheme is
only semi-quantitative, and that final normalization will be determined by a self-
consistent fit to IRAS observations together with the CBZODY dust cloud model.
We have found that the original dust band model is typically a factor of 2 - 3 below
the dust cloud model residuals, but the qualitative structure of the band model
appears consistent with the residuals [Figures 11-12]. A gray-body emissivity

12



spectrum with temperature characteristic of the associated asteroid family is
assumed.
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2.5 MODEL FITTING AND VALIDATION

IRAS observations are being used to verify that the CBZODY model of the zodiacal
emission satisfactorally simulaites available obsoerations. This is being
accomplished by finding the best-fit rnoi :l to a well-understood subset of the IRAS
data, verifying that the model yields acceptable residuals for this data, and
examining the residuals for a larger set of the IRAS data to guide further
refinements of the model. Other observations (for example, ZIP) would also be
useful for evaluating the model fit at a wider range of solar elongations.

The IRAS low-resolution Zodiacal Observation History File data product (ZOHF) Is
being used to derive best-fit parameters for the CBZODY dust cloud model (IRAS
Explanatory Supp., 1988), The ZOHF consists of processed one-dimensional
scans of the sky binned into approximately 0.50 x 0.50 pixels in all four IRAS
bands (effective wavelengths A - 12, 25, 60, 100 lam). Only the 12 and 25 pm
bands are being used for fitteng, since contamination from galactic sources
becomes a problem at 60 pm and dominates the sky at 100 pm. However, the 60
and 100/jm bands still contain useful color information, particularly In some
relatively uncontaminated scans through the galactic anticenter.

There are several sources of systematic uncertainties In the data that can be
summarized phenomonologically In the conversion from raw data-number (DN) to
brightness densities (I)

I = GAIN. DN 4 OFFSET

In principle, gain and offset parameters can fluctuate both between different scans
and across single scans. Scan-to-scan fluctuations in both parameters appear to
exist at the 5% level (Deul and Wolstencroft, 1988). In-scan fluctuations are
ignored here, since they would be difficult to separate from real spatial variations In
the zodiacal emission. However, it would be prudent to estimate the effect of small
offset drifts (< 5%) on the results. There is also an overall factor of 2 discrepancy
between IRAS and ZIP observations of the zodiacal emission which has not been
resolved.

These systematic uncertainties in gain and offset are handled by treating them as
uninteresting parameters which are always chosen to minimize the fit statistic, The
standard deviation of the best-fit values for a range of scans should verify the
estimated magnitude of the scan-to-scan fluctuations. 1-sigma ZOHF pixel-to-plxel
statistical fluctuations are at the 0.01 - 0.02 MJy/sr level for 12 and 25 pm bands
respectively, and are dominated by systematic uncertainties and the background
contamination discussed below.

The real limitation in fitting the model to the data is the background contamination
from infrared emission outside the solar system. There are several approaches to
this problem. The simplest approach is to exclude from fitting those data points
which are likely or known to be contaminated. This is the method currently used in
CBZODY fits. All points within galactic latitude fgal = -+15° are excluded to
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eliminate contamination by galactic emission concentrated towards the galactic
plane. Also, all points within ecliptic latitudes A = t 150 are excluded to eliminate
the influence of the dust bands on the initial fit of the zodiacal dust cloud. This
restriction can be lifted if fitting the dust band and dust cloud models
simultaneously. Bright point sources are rare enough to be handled by hand for
small numbers of scans, but a new IPAC data product, the Bright Point Source
Removed ZOHF, can be used to identify pixels contaminated by bright point
sources automatically. Regions around other well-known IR sources (for example,
the Magellanic Clouds) are also excluded.

An alternative approach for handling background contamination Is to do some sort
of lower envelope fit in place of a least-squares residuals fit. This operates on the
principle that background contamination is always positive, so data points which
exceed model predictions are simply not used in fitting. This fit method has the
added advantage of rejecting unphysical models (those which overestimate
emission). However, lower envelope fit estimates are not robust In the presence of
systematic and statistical fluctuations which significantly depress data points.
Such effects (for, example, In-scan drifts in gain and offset) are known to be
present In IRAS scans.

What can IRAS tell us about the zodiacal emission model parameters? To
understand that we must consider the nature of the IRAS database. IRAS scans
were restricted to solar elongation angles E = 60" - 120°, with only a few scans
taken at elongations outside E = 80° - 1000 and a majority of the scans
concentrated near E = 90°. Note that 90° scans are taken at a constant ecliptic
longitude A = x --.900. So, IRAS effectively used the Earth's orbital motion to
scan the sky. h•' IRAS mission was divided Into 3 operational periods: a brief
(approximately 1 month) initial set of scans at a wide range of solar elongations E;
a 6-month double survey of the entire sky at E = 90°± 100 degrees (HCON1 and
HCON2); 3-months of a single survey starting at extreme elongations (E = 600
and 1200) and slowly approaching E = 900 (HCON3). [Figure 2]

Single scans can be used to put some constraints on the half-width r and
normalization n0 of the model density distribution, but the zodiacal emission must
be observed throughout the Earth's orbit to determine the ascending node and
inclination of the dust cloud symmetry plane. Since the emission varies with
elongation, the initial fit uses scans at a single value of elongation (E = 900) from a
fairly uniform sampling of points on the Earth's orbit (18 positions over
approximately 6 mcnthi), At each orbital position, the most nearly pole-to-pole
scans were selectee (typically ±1°, see Figure 2), The use of E = 900 scans
minimizes the variation of heliocentric distance D along the LOS, hence minimizing
the sensitivity of best-fit estimates of a, 1, and r to mrdlal gradients In dust density
and volumetric emissivity, The E = 900 scan sample can be complemented by
E = 800 and 1000 samples with similar 6-month coverage of the Earth's orbit at
some cost In coverage near the ecliptic poles.

Note that the scan sample will not be uniform in the sense that the near-galactic
plane regions excluded from scan fits varies with Earth's orbital position. The
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effects on coverage of ecliptic latitude resulting from this masking out of the
galactic plane should be considered in the analysis of fit results.

Actually, there are two sets of scan samples, since scans taken on the leading side
of the Earth's orbit exhibit systematic asymmetries from trailing-side scans. These
differences are best handled by fitting the two sets separately and comparing the
results to determine if the observed asymmetries have significant effects on the
best-fit parameters.

There are at least two other useful scan samples that can be culled from the
survey. The last 3 months of operation (HCON3) produced a nearly continuous
survey of elongations from 600. 1200 over a smaller Interval of the Earth's orbit
(Oearfh < 900), and the initial month of the survey provided a complementary set
of extreme solar elongation scans separated by roughly one-half orbit from the
HCON3 extreme elongation scans.

The extreme solar elongation scans test the validity of the best-fit model beyond
E = 800 - 1000, These scans provide some constraint on the radial power-law
index of the density distribution, but this dependence Is difficult to separate from
radial variations in dust particle properties. The radial density variations are
probably better constrained by the wide range of solar elongations observed In
ZIP data.

In summary, E = 800, 900, and 1000 samples are being used to derive best-fit
parameters for the CBZODY model. The resulting best-fit model will be compared
with extreme solar elongation scans (E z 900±30°) to determine the model's
applicablity to these extreme elongations. The results of comparison of the model
with the IRAS ZOHF database will determine the next step in the modelling
process.

The 12 and 25 pm band observations will differ in sensitivity to contributions to the
LOS emissivity integral from different regions of the zodiacal dust complex. The
dust temperature near the Earth is estimated at 7/' - 250K - 399K (peak
blackbody brightness wavelength A = 12pm), anddI T ,a D -• 1,-s D
increases from I to 4 AU, x k will incr'ase from 12 to 25 pm, fhei'efore, the dust
volumetric emissivity at A -2 pm will drop more quickly with D > 1 AU than at
A = 25pm (12pm < A k < 25/pm). The net result is thatthe 12pm band will be
relatively more sensitive than the 25 tm band to LOS brightness Integral
contributions from near-Earth dust, and that the 25/pm band will be relatively more
sensitive to dust outside the Earth's orbit, particularly dust near D = 4 AU (if there
is any out there) [Figure 7].

Preliminary fits of the CBZODY model have been done to a small number of
individual IRAS ZOHF scans. These results are only semi-quantitative, in the
sense that some important model parameters were not allowed to vary. For
example, no offset parameter was used, ascending node n and inclination i were
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fixed at typical values ( n = 7"r , i = 1.7r), and multiple scans were not fit
simultaneously. Nevertheless, some useful insights can be made from these
preliminary fits,

For E = 900, the latitudinal HWHM r = 0.25 (12pm) to 0.32 (25pm). This is
consistent with most other model fls to both IR and optical observations, and the
results seem to be fairly robust (insensitive to the exact choice of other model
parameters). Overall, the model fits 12pm scans better than 251im scans,
particularly near the ecliptic plane, where the model significantly underrepresents
the observed brightness. This may be a manIfestation of the greater sensitivity of
the 25 pm band to dust at larger R, particularly in light of the dependence of near-
plane model brightness densities on a cutoff In the dust number density (currently
R = 6 AU). The systematically larger best-fit r for the 25 pm band probably arises
from this large cutoff radius, since it sharpens the model scan profile near-ecliptic
peak, forcing a larger best-fit HWHM r to compensate for this. Note that r, > r'12
is true at all solar elongations. Ascending node n = 770 gives satisfactory fits to
the 12 pm scans, but smaller values of n appear more appropriate for 25 Pm
scans, as observed in previous studies. See [Figures 8-10].

At smaller solar elongations (E - 600), the 12 /m band band does not fit as well
as at E = 90". This is consistent with the discussion of relative sensitivity of the
two bands (the 12 pm band Is more sensitive to deviations from the model Inside
the Earth's orbit).,

A larger solar elongation scan profile (E = 115°) exhibits much more asymmetry
about the ecliptic plane than the model In both bands. Varying 0 does not
improve the fit significantly. This may be a manifestation of deviations of the true
dust cloud density distribution from the model symmetry assumptions. Variations
In n and i with D are predicted from studies of the effects of planetary secular
perturbations on dust dynamics, and may have been observed in the inner solar
system in zodiacal light studies (which are relatively more sensitive to Inner solar
system dust because of the D -2 solar flux dependence).

The above discussion was primarily concerned with the dust cloud model ... what
about the dust band model? Since the current dust band model Is very qualitative,
it would only confuse the issue to fit the dust cloud and bands simultaneously to
the near ecliptic plane data. However, it is in this region that a modified lower
envelope fit to the scans would be of use. It Is highly undesirable to have the dust
cloud model brightness densities exceed the observed brightness here, but we
really don' know exactly what the true dust bands look like. Spatial frequency
filtering shows distinct bands, but miss any fairly smooth dust band structure,
which does appear evident in high resolution scans [Figure 13] (perhaps a large
number of low brightness bands with a range of inclinations). Rather than having
our very uncertain dust band model drive the dust cloud model fit In this region, we
can simply reject any dust cloud model which overestimates the observed near-
plane brightness density, If the dust cloud model can simultaneously fit scan data
away from the ecliptic plane without overestimating In-plane brightness density,
then it will be reasonable to fit the dust band model to the observed residuals. This
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will yield a more accurate normalization for the dust band emission than currently
available.

Once a satisfactory dust cloud model is generated, the dust bands can be studied
in more detail by using a higher resolution data product, such as IPAC's high-
resolution ZOHF, or GEISHA's RSPLINE.

Comparison of the current best-fit dust cloud model residuals with the dust band
model reveals that the location and qualitative features of the dust band model are
consistent with the residuals in scans where the dust cloud model is doing a good
job of subtracting the true dust cloud emission. However, the overall normalization
of the dust band model appears to be a factor of 2 - 3 too low at 25/pm and
perhaps lower at 12 prm, This is not surprising considering the qualitative nature of
the model.

The CBZODY-IRAS best-fit model results will both answer some questions and
raise others about current and future models of the zodiacal dust complex. How
well can a model density distribution with azimuthal symmetry (single a, i) fit IRAS
observations in both 12 and 25 pm bands? How well does the model fit at smaller
solar elongations, and how can It be Improved here? What are the asymmetries at
large solar elongations telling us about the dust density distribution? How can we
cut off the dust density distribution at large radii in a manner consistent with
observations? Probably the most important question will be: what observations
need to be made to better constrain zodiacal dust complex models?
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2.6 CLEANUP AND TESTING

While the basic architecture and coding of all computational tasks necessary to
simulate the zodiacal emission already existed in working form for CBZODY, it was
necessary to bring some order and consistency to such a complex piece of
software. Users of previous versions of CBZODY (v4.0) have been essential in
identifying possible errors, inconsistencies, and improvements. To summarIze the
cleanup efforts:

. Ambiguous, redundant, and conflicting variable names have been altered and
clarified (within the limits of the Fortran 77 six-character rule), and misleading or
incorrect comments have been rewritten.

- Redundant computations have been eliminated by storing results or moving
computations up or down in the program hierarchy.

- One-time computations of some parameters by subroutines are now passed In
argument lists to Improve readability and clarify input dependencies, and to allow
re-use elsewhere in the code (for example, for testing, fitting, etc.)

- Julian day computations have been corrected, tested, and extended to include
the declmal fraction of the day from Universal Time Input. This is necessary to
determine the position of the Earth to better than 10 (., 1 day)

- The Earth's ecliptic longitude computation was rewritten to be consistent with
standard practice for ephemeral computations.

- The volumetric emissivity Interpolation was changed from a naive Lagrange
polynomial interpolation to a more efficient and robust spline Interpolation.

- The Gaussian quadrature LOS integration of the product of dust density &nd
emissivity is also being replaced, probably with a cubic-spline quadrature. This
ensures reasonable behavior at the endpoints of the integration (there Is no
guarantee that the high-order quadrature polynomials will not deviate significantly
from the model emissivity values at the endpoints of the Integration). It also allows
for an intelligent choice of quadrature points considering volumetric emissivity
database spacing. An issue which needs to be considered is the behavior of the
emissivity profiles along LOS's. At small elongation, we expect a peak In the LOS
emissivity at the point of closest approach to the Sun. Depending on the spatial
resolution of the quadrature points, the Integration across the peak could be
poorly approximated. Also, as discussed In sections 4 and 5, the termination of
the LOS integration Is a non-trivial matter. These points need to be investigated
further.

- Computation of zodiacal symmetry plane coordinates along a line-of-sight are
being reduced from a series of redundant trignometric computations to a single
set of trig computations for each LOS and a linear transformation plus translation
for each integration point along the line of sight.
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- The main program module for CBZODY has been modified to accomodate the
different possible modes of operation (for example, gnomonic projection,
coordinate list (keyboard or file), 1-D scan, ZOHF scan format) In a single
program.

- The entire coding development effort is being transferred to a Unix platform (Sun
Sparcstatlon) to automate the maintenance of the program Including testing,
update history, validation and model fitting, and released source code generation.
The code Is also tested on a PC/AT for compatibility and performance
comparisons.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

1. Sun-Earth-LOS geometry with labelled geometric parameters. For
simplicity i = 00 for the cylindrical coordinate system of the dust cloud.
The actual model R-z coordinates will be inclined with respect the the
ecliptic coordinates. (Adapted from Lienert, 1975).

2. Coverage of solar elongation over the IRAS mission. The top plot
Includes all scans in the ZOHF data product. The bottom plot includes
only those scans which come within 10 of half-scan poles (i - 900).
These poles are not the same as the ecliptic poles for E , 900.

3-5. Examples of 1RAS ZOHF scans at E - 60¶, 900, and 1150 In all four
IRAS bands. These are the same scans shown in the comparison with
the CBZODY model,

6. Cross-sections of Lorentzlan dust cloud model constant density
contours for r - 0.25. The top plot is the upper half of an R-z plane
slice. The lower plot Is perpendicular to the R-z plane and approximately
tangent to the earth's orbit. The axes are not identically scaled to
accomodate the flatness of the density contours.

7. CBZODY volumetric emissivity model. The top plot shows the relative
emissivity profiles beyond the earth's orbit for IRAS bands 1 and 2. The
bottom plot shows spectral emissivities at several heliocentric distances.

8.10. Preliminary CBZODY model fits to IRAS ZOHF scans at 3 representative
solar elongations. Fixed parameters: i = 1.7', n w 77'. Free
parameters: r, overall normalization. No allowance has been made for
detector offset corrections. Best-fit r"s are discussed in text. The 1150
scan Is quite asymmetric, and requires further study,

11-12. Comparison of Residuals for E - 900 and 1150 models with the original
CBZODY dust band model. Larger solar elongations enhance the
contrast between the dust bands and the diffuse dust cloud emission.
The dust band structure is evident in the 1150 scan,

13. GEISHA RSPLINE high resolution scans at large E for single detectors.
The dust bands manifest themselves as shoulders and corners In the
scan profile. An accurate physical model of the diffuse dust cloud
contribution is necessary to determine true dust band contribution
(including low spatial trequency components),
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IRAS ZOHF Survey Coverage
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Dust Number Density Contours
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Dust Volumetric Emissivity Model

Radial Profiles vs. Wavelength
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Dust Cloud Model - IRAS ZOHF Scan Comparison
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Dust Cloud Moidel - IRAS ZOHF Scan Comparison
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Dust Cloud Model - IRAS ZOHF Scan Comparison
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Dust Band Model vs. Dust Cloud Model Residuals
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Dust Band Model vs. Dust Cloud Model Residuals
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3 THEQCBSD POINT SOURCE BACKGROUND MODULE

3.1 INTRODUCTION

One of the most important segments of the IR celestial background is obviously
the emission from point sources. Although spatially and spectrally limited data
bases existed prior to the IRAS mission (most notably, the Two Micron Sky Survey
and the AFGL measurements), the IRAS mission included a sensitive survey of the
entire sky ("95% complete) at four different wavelengths (12, 25, 60, and 100pm).
One of the most important data products resulting from the IRAS mission Is the
IRAS Point Source Catalog (PSC), which Includes data on approximately 246,000
sources characterized by IRAS survey measurements.

Despite the comprehensiveness of the IRAS PSC, by Itself It does not even begin
to satisfy most requirements for general infrared celestial background scene
characterization and scene generation. It is useful to explain the reasons for this
statement. An uninvolved technologist could easily believe that the IRAS data
base, by itself, is sufficiently comprehensive, complete, and reliable, as to be able
to satisfy most DoD celestial background point source scene requirements.
Because IRAS Band 1, nominally centered at 12/jm, Is near the middle of the
currently deflrd range of CBSD operability (2-30pm), the Band 1 PSC Is a prime
source of ClbA, Information. An examination of this data can also help Illustrate
the limitations of thb PSC relative to CBSD requirements.

SUMMARY OF IRAS PSC BAND 1 CONTENT

DATA Flux Quality
SOURCE R.A. Range Total Points Low Med High

File 1 00- 60' 21835 11089 203 10543
File 2 600- 120° 37619 17346 356 19917
File 3 120*- 180" 28854 10939 450 17465
File 4 1800- 2400 34011 11586 494 21931
File 5 240'- 300" 90965 23279 1703 65983
File 6 300- 360" 32605 12863 626 19116

TOTALS 245889 87102 3832 154955

From this table, one can immediately see that only about 60% of the IRAS PSC
entries are considered high-quality in Bard 1. In general, where the PSC indicates
that the flux is low-quality, this implies that the given Band 1 flux is an upper limit for
a point source which has been less ambiguously identified in another spectral
band. Moreover, it has been estimated by some that perhaps as many as a third
of the PSC entries actually correspond to "knots" or other discontinuous features
In the general IR cirrus background, most prominent in IRAS Bands 3 and 4.
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There are also other important issues pertaining to the direct utility of the PSC
relative to CBS0 scene generation requirements.

First, it is useful to note that the Band 1 spectral responsivity half-power points ore
at approximately 8pm and 15pm (the comparable Band 2 limits are 19p and
30pm). Although the CBSD must be able to generate point source scenes at any
wavelength in the 2-30pm range, witri a spectral finesse of better than 1prm, each
IRAS data set represents an integral over a fixed spectral band whose spectral
bandwidth is many microns.

Second, the IRAS Band 1 instrumental detection limit was a few tenths of a Jansky,
whereas the CBSD sensitivity threshold must be a few milli-Jansky.

Third, in the galactic plane and several other regions, IRAS was confusion-limited.
Therefore, the IRAS point source survey is not complete in all regions down to the
instrumental sensitivity limit. In much of the galactic plane, for example, the point
source catalog is complete only down to a few Jansky. This point is emphatically
illustrated by Figure 3.1-1, which shows the distribution of IRAS PSC sources with
Band 1 fluxes < 1 Jansky along the inner plane. The almost complete void along
the plane here is one manifestation of the confusion problem.

Fourth, and intimately related to the third point above, the IRAS spatial finesse of a
few arc-minutes is clearly insufficient relative to the CBSD requirement of a few arc-
seconds.

Thus, despite the constraints imposed by the IRAS instrumentation and the IRAS
survey strategy, the IRAS PSC is the best single data source available for
characterization of the IR point source background. However, it is not directly
useful for satisfying scene generation requirements of the type which must be
addressed by the CBSD.
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3.2 THE NASA/AMES "SKY" MODEL

With Air Force support and technical direction from the Air Force Geophysics
Laboratory, thu NASA/Aines Research Center and Jamieson Science &
Engineering undertook the development of an IR model of the point source sky
which would be consistent with IRAS point source data but would not be subject to
the limitations of the data. Initially delivered in early 1989, SKY "comprises
geometrically and physically realistic representations of the galactic disk, bulge,
spheroid, spiral arms (including the 'local arm'), molecular ring, and the
extragalactic sky."

In some ways, this division of the galaxy into these five components, as well as the
details of their associated luminosity functions, evolved from an older galactic point
source model developed by Price and Walker at the Air Force Geophysics
Laboratory in the 1970's.

Guided somewhat by a parallel Monte Carlo simulation of the galaxy at 12pm (by
Volk et al at NASA/Ames), SKY models each of the galactic components by up to
87 different spectral classes of point sources. Each spectral class Is characterized
by different scale heights, space densities, and absolute magnitudes at B, V, J, H,
K, 12pm, and 25pm. The soectral classes defined in and used by SKY are the
result of color-color analyses of the IRAS Low Resolution Spectrometer (LRS) data
base.

An additional module of SKY also describes the extra-galactic background as a
mix of "red" and "blue" normal galaxies, quasars, and Seyferts. However, In SKY
the galaxies are assumed to have an isotropic distribution.

From the CBSD perspective, the greatest value of SKY Is that It
predicts, for any specified line of sight, the number of point sources
per unit angular area (e.g. per square degree) per magnitude Interval
for each of the spectral classes.

The statistical descriptions of point source distributions embodied within SKY have
been validated by Jamieson Science and Engineering, via comparison of SKY
cumulative point source counts (versus 12pm and 25pm magnitudes) with the
IRAS PSC, Faint Source Catalog (FSC), and Serendipitous Survey Catalog (SSC).
Figures 3.2-1 and 3.2-2 synopsize some of the global comparisons with the PSC;
in the unshaded zones, the agreement Is said to be in the ± 25% range.

Within the CBSD program, SKY has been employed since Spring 1989 as the
basis for the CBSD point source background module. The methods employed
within CBSD for the use of SKY are discussed in later sections of this chapter. All
of the CBSD work up until the present employs Version 2 of SKY. At the present
time, the CBSD program has begun to assimilate Version 3 of SKY, which was
preliminarily released in September 1990. Attached as an Appendix to this report
is a brief description of the SKY Version 3 software which was provided to MRC on
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magnetic media. In the following section, the spectral data base Integrated with
Version 3 of SKY Is summarized.

MRC experience with the SKY software has generally been quite satisfactory,
although there are some minor problems which have been repeated from Version
2 to Version 3, and which are somewhat of a major nuisance. Jamieson Science &
Engineering Is delivering the SKY software In the VAX-Fortran language, which Is
at variance with ANSI-Standard Fortran-77 In several ways. The most serious and
most time-consuming to repair are:

(1) ANSI-Standard Fortran-77 supports a maximum of 19 continuation
lines to a single statement. In all of Its many long "DATA" statements,
describing the spatial and spectral characteristics of the 87 point source
classes, SKY employs > 20 continuation lines.

(2) Throughout, SKY makes use of VAX Fortran capability for using, e.g.
DO K=1,87 {or DO WHILE (K.LT.87)}

E•NDDO

Instead of the ANSI-standard "labelled" DO,
DO label K = 1,87

label continue

Although these seem like minor nuisances, in fact they have required many hours
of tedious clean-up In order for the code to be ANSI-compliant.
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3.3 THE SPECTRAL DATA BASE

As already noted, the NASA/Ames SKY model makes use of results from a
spectral classification schema to describe the point source background as a mix of
91 different types of sources, each having different spectral characteristics. An
integral part of the SKY software is a library of template spectra for each of the 91
different source types. These 91 spectral classes Include 82 sub-classes of stars,
two classes of planetary nebulae ("red" and "blue"), two classes of reflection
nebulae ("red" and "blue"), HII regions, and four classes of extra-galactic sources
("red" galaxies, "blue" galaxies, Seyferts, and quasars).

The primary source data for the SKY template spectra was the IRAS LRS (Low-
Resolution Spectrometer) data base. The NASA/Ames group derived "typical"
template spectra for each of the 91 spectral classes, thereby "digesting" the much
larger LRS data base. However, because the LRS covered only the spectral range
of 7.7-22.7/pm, the template spectra delivered with Versions 1 & 2 of SKY also were
limited to this same spectral range.

Perhaps the most Important aspect of SKY Version 3 Is that the template spectra
now cover the spectral range of 2-35/pm. In order to extend the spectral range
beyond the limits of the IRAS LRS data base, Cohen et al employed whatever
complementary, reliable spectral data they could find and fitted together such data
with the LRS data. For cases where no reliable data existed, they employed
astronomical judgement to extrapolate the LRS data.

Because MRC has already begun the process of Integrating SKY.v3 Into the
CBSD, prior to the availability of any NASA documentation on the spectral
extensions to SKY, It was deemed useful to Include CBSD hard-copy
presentations of the newest spectral template library within this report.

Each of the spectra on the following pages Is Identified by a spectral class name.
Names for the stellar classes are generally recognizable as variants of traditional
astronomical class names. For additional clarification, note that:

HIIREG means Hii Regions

NORMAL1 means "Blue" Standard Galaxies
NORMAL2 means "Red" Standard Galaxies

PNBLUE means "Blue" Planetary Nebulae
PNRED means "Red" Planetary Nebulae

RNBLUE means "Blue" Reflection Nebulae

RNRED means "Red" Reflection Nebulae

CBSD plots of the 91 template spectra are presented on the next 23 pages,
ordered alphabetically by their SKY class names.
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3.4 A STRATEGY FOR CBSD USAGE OF THE SKY SOFTWARE

CBSD requirements imply a magnitude limit of approximately 15 for 12pm point
source emission (the IRAS Band 1 instrumental sensitivity limit was about
magnitude 6). Because SKY internally computes the number of point sources per
¼/4-magnitude interval, it is convenient to consider SKY as a descriptor of the
distribution of different brightness classes of sources, as well as different spectral
classes

It was determined that CBSD requirements would be well met by sub-divIding the
total magnitude range into magnitude bins, each of which has a width of one
magnitude. Initially, 17 SKY bins were defined, which included point sources
ranging from an upper limit of magnitude -1 down to a lower limit of magnitude 15,
Each bin was centered at a half-magnitude, so, for example, the bin of dimmest
stars contains stars ranging from magnitude 14 down to magnitude 15. (At the
brighter end, all point sources brighter than magnitude -1 were initially binned
together. As will be discussed further on, the most recent version of the CBk.D
point source scene generator makes use of IRAS PSC data for sources with 12pm
IRAS brightnesses greater than magnitude 0.)

Phenomenologlcally, the net effect of this binning process is that the
galactic point source background Is to be described as being made
up of 1479 different types of point sources: 87 spectral classes, each
with 17 possible brightness sub-classes.

Conceptually, it is possible to consider generating a galactic point source scene
by first employing SKY to specify the point source densities for all 1479 point
source types. For each LOS, one could then straightforwardly compute the
integrated IR emission from all source types and brlghtnesses (at any wavelength
by making use of the spectral characteristics of each of the 87 classes).

For a "typical" 512x512 pixel scene, 262,144 invocations of SKY would be
required. However, even on a fast SUN SPARCstation, each SKY execution
requires about 10 seconds of CPU time. Thereforethe total CPU time required for
only the SKY calculations would be >700 hours I

There are a number of different means one can employ to reduce that execution
time. Any such method would exploit the fact that the 1479 point source spatial
distribution functions are smoothly varying, and, furthermore, vary rapidly only in
the neighborhood of the galactic plane.

For any given region of space, one could eventually formulate a sub-sampling
scheme, so that some relatively few invocations of SKY would generate sufficient
point source density information to satisfy the point source scene generation
requirements for that region of space. Similarly, it should be possible to develop
one globally applicable sub-sampling scheme which could be called upon to drive
scene generation for any region of space.
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After much experimentation, and consideration of several alternatives, it was
determined that CBSD requirements would best be met via an architecture which
would employ a sparsely sampled point source distribution function data base
generated from SKY calculations. In addition to pre-defining cne globally
applicable sparse sampling scheme, this has another major advantage. Once
such a data base is generated from SKY calculations, an unlimited variety of CBSD
point source scenes can be generated without any further SKY calculations.

To support development of a highly general form of that architecture, a point
source density map (PSDM) approach was carefully designed. A principal PSDM
objective was to condense the essence of each SKY point source distribution
function down to a small and easily manageable digital data form.

An essential consideration was that each such digital map would reasonably
replicate a corresponding SKY distribution function, so that simple and fast bi-
linear interpolation could be employed to calculate point source densities at any
point in the sky. An additional concern was that each such digital map also be as
small as possible, so that computer I/O time associated with handing a large
number of PSDMs, in the course of CBSD scene generation, would be acceptably
low. Clearly, this indicated that a non-uniform sampling scheme would be
required, so that the distribution functions would be sampled with satisfactory
finesse in and near the galactic plane without being unnecessarily over-sampled in
regions away from the plane.

The design process for this non-uniform sampling scheme was intensively
experimental and Iterative. Overall, >10,000 runs of the SKY code were analyzed
and employed to test various tentative sparse sampling schema. The chief
objective of the design process was:

find the sparsest sampling pattern which (for ell classes) generally results In no
more than 3x density differences between nearest neighbors (In galactic
coordinate space) In the discretely sampled distribution functions.

The rationale for the 3 x criterion was the following: bl-linear Interpolation between
discretely sampled exponential-like and/or gaussian-like functions will result in
average interpolition errors not exceeding 10% if the functions are generally
sampled at least as frequently as their 3 x points. Approximation errors on the
order of 10% in the luminosity functions are felt to be accaptable for CBSD
purposes.

Figure 3.4-1 illustrates the PSDM sampling grid currently in use within the CBSD
program. The SKY point source distribution functions are discretely sampled at all
the intersection points on this grid. There are 31 galactic latitudes and 29 galactic
longitudes at which the distributions are sampled. From the Figure, it is easy to
see that the sampling is significantly more dense along the galactic plane than it is
far off the plane. In addition, the longitudinal sample spacing is more dense in thb
inner plane so that the center, its bulge, etc. will be adequately sampled. (Note
that the space Is clearly over-sampled at high latitudes. However, to simplitfy the
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computations which will be driven by this sampling, it Is convenient to have
samples at the same set of longitude points for each latitude.) Because of the
density of the in-plane sampling, it Is impossible to resolve the lines on this plot
very close to the plane. The actual coordinates of the grid nodes are:

Galactic Latitude:
0', ±0.2°,±0.4°, ±0.70,± 10± 1 W,±2',:t2, t3,4*, So, ±5 7h*, ± 10°,± 15, ±30', .t45°,.- 9go

Galactic Longitude:
0., ± 1O,= 2 ½',±5 ± 100, ± 1 50,±20, ±25', ±30', ±35, ±45*,¶ OO ±,90, ± 1200, ± 180'

For the galactic coordinates corresponding to each of the 899 nodes, a SKY run is
made to compute the distribution function values for each of the 1479 point source
types. Thus, 899 runs of SKY lead to development of 1479 PSDM's.

In the digital sense, each of the 1479 PSDM's Is simply a data file containing an
ordered listing of 899 point source density values. To minimize the total size of the
1479 data files, the density values are logarithmically compressed and stored as 2-
byte integprs in binary (unformatted) form. Each file is, therefore, 2x899=1798
bytes In size. The complete PSDM data base for one "master" wavelength is
1479 x 1/98 - 2.65 MBytes, a size which Is easily manageable and very portable.

The character of some individual PSDM's are demonstrated by Figures 3.4-2, 3.4-
3, 3.4-4, 3.4-5, and 3.4-6. Each Figure illustrates, by surface plots, the inner plane
sections of the 6th and 12th magnitude PSDMs for one spectral class. All of these
are for a 12prm master wavelength. The spectral class for each Is given In the plot
title, as Is the limiting magnitude of the magnitude bin, Note that the ordinates In
these are auto-scaled, and these data represent point source density distributions
which range from 0.1 to 100,000 point sources per deg2 .

These Figures provide a good "feel" for what a few of the distribution functions
look like, how they vary, and how they are sampled, as well as demonstrating that
in almost all cases the 3 x sampling criterion Is well satisfied.
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3.5 POINT SOURCE SCENE GENERATION ALGORITHM & SOFTWARE

In this section, the overall architecture and the algorithms employed for actual
point source scene generation are explained, and their software implementation Is
also described, Figure 3.5-1 provides a schematic overview of the architecture.

CBSD-modlfied versions of the GLdldrected spectrally extended NASA/Ames SKY
model, In conjunction with supplementary CBSD data base software, are
employed to develop the PSDM data bases described above, Principal CBSD
modifications to SKY are the:

(a) code translation Into a more portable, ANSI-compliant Fortran-77; and

(b) code adaptations required so that SKY will produce magnitude-binned
output rather than point source densities summed to limiting magnitudes;

(c) code conversion to double-precision to eliminate some inherent
numerical "underflow" problems.

Note that the CBSD Data Library also Includes the spectral library extracted frorn
SKY, as well as a bright source library which will be described In the next section,

Note also that the PSDMs depicted In Figure 3.5-1 now cover only the magnitude
range of I to 15, as opposed to the range of -1 to 15 discussed earlier as used In
the Initial Implementation. Therefore, the PSDMs are now employed to statistically
describe the distribution of 15x87= 1305 classes of point source, and the Bright
Source library Is employed to describe point sources with 12pm brlghtnesses in
excess of magnitude zero.

The PSDM data bases Indicated by Figure 3.5-1 include PSDMs for three "master"
wavelengths, 2,5, 12, and 25pm, as well as separate PSDMs for "System Bands."
To fully understand the purpose for and usage of these, it Is necessary to
understand how the CBSD Point Source Descriptor module functions. However,
even prior to that elaboration, some explanatory comments are appropriate.

Current CBSD thought on the requirement for usage of multiple "master"
wavelengths derives primarily from the spectral character of non-AGB stellar
sources. Turning back to the spectral library In Section 3.3, one can see that the
spectral character of "B" class sources, for example, Is well-defined only below
about 10pm. Therefore, using such spectra to "spectrally transfer" magnitude-
binned 12pm distribution function descriptions (I.e. PSOMs) down to 4.5/im, for
example, would be prone to major errors. For at least the non-AGB stellar
sources, therefore, It will be much more reliable to have a PSDM library at an SWIR
wavelength, e.g. 2.5pm. On the other hand, for sources which have non-negligible
12prm spectral character, their spectra show satisfactory connectivity between their
12prm value and their values at all longer wavelengths. Therefore, it is probably not
necessary to have the 25pm "master" wavelength PSOM Indicated in Figure 3.5-1.
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Actual CBSD point source background scene generation is executed by the CBSD
Point Source Descriptor module shown near the bottom of Figure 3.5-1. Simply
put, the purpose of this module is to generate images of a background scene
according to a user-specified prescription. User inputs to this module are:

(a) Detection System Spectral Bandpass(es);

(b) Detection System Sensitivity Threshold;

(c) Spatial Definition of Region of Sky;

(d) System Angular IFOV (i.e. image pixel size).

Given these inputs, this module will generate one or more digital images which
describes the user-specified section of the sky as a collection of discrete point
sources. The generated image(s) will be In units of watt/cm 2, Integrated over the
user's spectral bandpass(es). The point source image(s) will be photometrically
complete down to one magnitude below the user-specified sensitivity threshold(s).
Each pixel in the Image will be sized to the user-specified IFOV (i.e. instantaneous
field of view).

Note that a critically Important facet of this Is that the module can generate several
Images of the same section of the sky, each image corresponding to a different
spectral bandpass. Moreover, although statistical descriptions of the component
point source classes are employed to generate the Images, multi-spectral Images
are generated in such a manner that they are altogether spatially coherent. In
other words, each of the Images In a multi-spectral set will contain exactly the
same discrete point sources as the other Images In the set.

The sequence details of the CBSD Point Source Descriptor module's operation for
generation of a single Image are summarized as follows:

(a) An image array Is defined, Its size In pixels is set by the user's
specification of the scene size and IFOV; e.g, a 10ox 100 field observed
with a 1 arc-mInute IFOV would require an image 600 x 600 pixels In size,
The angular area of each pixel, Apix, is determined by the user-specified
IFOV; e.g. 1 arc-minute - Apix=2.8x1O"4 deg 2. Each pixel Is implicitly
tagged, within the program, with galactic coordinates,

(b) The tjtighi Source data base Is read, and those sources which occur
in the region of the sky specified by the user are placed appropriately into
the image. The prescription currently used, as well as the prescription
now under development, for calculating the spectral dependence of
emission from the bright sources is defined in the next section.

(c) Each of the 1305 statistically-defined classes of point source is treated
by tho rrograrm, one at a time. Prior to full integration of the new SKY
spectr.ýl library into the CBSD, the spectral characteristics of each spectral
class are being described by embedded tables which define their absolute
magnitudes at 2,4, 12, and 25pim; these tables are directly extracted from
the SKY software. For each of the 1305 total classes, where here a class
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specifies both a spectral type and a magnitude bin, the following
procedure is followed:

The average in-band emission contribution from that magnitude-binned spectral
class is computed and stored ao; a scale factor. The emission contribution Is
computed by:

interpolating amongst the three tables described above to find the absolute
magnitude shift betweei, the selected master wavelength and the center of
the user-specified spectral bandpass:
employing the definition of the IRAS magnitude system to compute Wp
(watt/cm2/pm) corresponding to a point source of that magnitude at the
user-specified wavelengths;
convolving Wj, with the user-defined spectral bandpass to arrive at the In-
band average (watt/cm-) ?mission from a single point source In the class.

If the in-band emission from such a point source would be more than one
magnitude beneath the system sensitivity threshold, that class Is excluded from
further consideration. Otheiwisa, the PSDM for that class is read into the program.

The 80P-element PSDM Is expanded from its logarithmically compressed form and
scaled by the previously calculated Apix so that It now defines Point Sources per
Pixel on the previously-described PSDM g, I points.

For each pixel in the image, the following procedure is then carried out for that
point source class:

Simple bl-linear interpolation is employed, amongst the nearest neighbor
PSDM grid points, to compute the point source density (i.e. per pixel) at
each pixel location (a small amourt of stochastic character is introduced
here into the bi-finear interpolation process to eliminate highly regular
density contouring);
If the point source density at a plxel, 6, Is >1, then an Infrared emission
contribution equl',alent to NINT( 6) (i.e. nearest Integer) point sources Is
added to that pixel;
if 6 < 1, then a random numher, i, Is generated from a uniformly distributed
sequence in the range 0 , e <:1; if t.<S, then emission corresionding to a
single point source is added to that pixel.

(In e0th01r case Of adding point source emission to a pixel, the actual
numorical value: of the emission to be added is randomized within tIhe
qivwn rniaqnitude bin, ',o that i coiimp)letely continuous distribution of
point now rce irter'sities is erMployed.)

It should be clear f;'om this description that the point source scene generation is a
rather exacting process. Althoug I it employs statistical dev!criptions of the 130D
different point source types polontially used, it places point sources individually
and with considerable care as tu their individual intensities. Therefore, it should
also be clear that the process described above is readily extensible to multi-
spectral applications simp!y by "filling" multiple images simultaneously. Indeed, by
carrying multiple inage arrays and multiple W, through the above-described
process in parallel, multi-spectral image generaton is achieved without a large
increment in total executicn t;me for the process outlined.

For generatior of tliree 512 .: 5 1 ? i; nages with different spectral prescriptions, the
scene generation process described above requires about 45 minutes on a SUN
SPARCstationl. At presfiit, th- •woftwure has no' be2n highly cornpute-optimized.
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It is believed that considerable economy can be achieved, particularly for the
generation of large images, by re-organizing the process sequencing somewhat to
minimize the virtual memory paging required on most machines.

The earliest mono-spectral version of this module required only about 3-5 minutes
of time on the same SUN workstation. It operated by accumulating the point
source density functions frnm all 87 spectral classes, for each magnitude bin, prior
to bi-linear interpolation and distribution of discrete point sources. Effort is
ongoing to achieve a similar mono-spectral adaptation of the present code so that
at least a limited PC capability can be made available.

The current generation of source code for the Point Source Descriptor module Is
attached as an Appendix to this report.
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3.6 THE BRIGHT SOURCE DATA BASE ADJUNCT

As indicated earlier, initial versions of the CBSD Point Source Background Scene
Generator binned together all sources brighter than magnitude -1, and also
included a bin for sources between magnitude -1 and zero magnitude.

For several reasons, this limited both the accuracy and realism of CBSD point
source scenes. First, the PSC 12pm source brightnesses extend to an IRAS
magnitude of -8. Therefore, using a single bin for all sources brighter than
magnitude -1 undesirably limits accuracy in the photometric description of the
brightest parts of a scene. However, using 7 additional bins, in order to be
consistent with the rest of the PSDM treatment, would be an excessively
cumbersome and inefficient means for dealing with a relatively small number of
sources. Second, it was felt that adding non-statistical realism to the CBSD
scenes, by preserving any asterisms made up by the bright stars, would improve
the perceived quality of CBSD-generated scenes.

To address these concerns, it was decided to employ the SKY-based PSDM
treatment only for sources with 12p/m brightnesses less than magnitude 0 and to
employ a PSC-based "mini-catalog" adjunct for sources brighter than
magnitude 0.

Using 28.0 Jansky as the selection threshold, the 2503 brightest sources were
extracted from the IRAS PSC. Almost all of these brightest point sources have
FQUAL=3 (i.e. high-quality) PSC Band 1 fluxes. However, 64 of the brightest
sources are Band 1 FQUAL= 2 (moderate quality) and, somewhat surprisingly, 62
are Band 1 FQUAL = 1 (lowest quality).

Figure 3.5-1 shows the distribution, in equatorial coordinates, of the selected 2503
point sources. As shown more directly by Figure 3.5-2, the heaviest concentration
of the bright sources is along the galactic plane, but there is also a significant
"sprinkling" of bright sources both above and below the plane, The equal area
Aitoff projection in Figure 3.5-3 illustrates even more clearly the real nature of the
bright point source distribution.

The most correct way to include these bright point sources in scene generation is
to attach a spectral characterization to each source, so that the contribution from
each source can be properly calculated for any spectral bandpass in the current
CBSD 2-30pm region of operability. Indeed, individual IRAS LRS spectra exist for
many of these bright sources. However, because the CBSD spectral range is
broader than that of the LRS, each of the 2503 brightest IRAS PSC sources will be
associaterd with one of the 87 SKY spectral classes. When that is done, the
spectral library described in an earlier section of this chapter will be employed to
give reasonable spectral character to each of the bright sources.

Until the new SKY soectral data base is fully assimilated into CBSD, an expedient
approximation is being employed to spectrally describe the bright sources. The
IRAS 12 and 25pro magnitudes are being used as primary descriptors of the
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sources, and their spectral character at other wavelengths is being determined
from interpolation and/or extrapolation of those two magnitudes.

This temporary approach is an error-prone approximation for determination of
brightnesses below 12pm, because most of these sources have a 25pm excess
due to the cooler radiation from circumstellar dust. Figure 3.5-4 shows a
histogram of the 25pm excesses for these sources, clearly illustrating that fact.
The average 25pm excess of these sources has been computed to be about 1.1
magnitude.

To address this weakness, MRC will supplement the IRAS 12 and 25Fpm magnitude
data with shorter wavelength flux/magnitude data from the NASA Catalog of
Infrared Observations, so that spectral character in the 2-12pm range can be
interpolated rather than extrapolated. Within 4-6 months, this entire approach will
be discarded and replaced with usage of the spectral library.
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3.7 EXTENDED "POINT' SOURCES

As already noted, Hi1 regions, planetary nebulae, and reflection nebulae constitute
5 of the 87 galactic "point" source classes described by the NASA/Ames SKY
model. The other 82 classes are, in fact, various classes of stellar sources.

Of course, even with respect to IRAS spatial resolution, many Hi! regions and
nebulae are spatially extended sources. CBSD scenes would clearly be more
realistic If these sources were represented as spatially extended, even If the
representation were as simple as a disk (or ellipsoid) with exponential, Gaussian,
or Lorentzian fall-off in intensity away from the disk center. Therefore, we have
begun some effort to identify a proper method for treating the HI! regions and
nebulae differently than stellar sources. Initially, we are attempting to use the IRAS
Smrall Scale Structure Catalog (SSSC) as = guide to the detailed nature of the
small extended sources,

First, we have extracted from the SSSC all entries which have non-zero Band 1
fluxes. There are 2001 of these, with IRAS Band 1 brightnesses ranging from
magnitude 7 down to magnitude 4, Figure 3.7-1 illustrates the equatorial
distribution of these sources and Figure 3.7-2 illustrates their distribution in galactic
coordinates. Clearly, these sources are concentrated in the galactic plane, but
there is a reasonable "sprinkling" of them off the plane as well.

Figure 3.7-3 illustrates the size distribution of these SSSC sources, as a function of
brightness. From this Figure, one can also see that the vast majority of these
sources are below an IRAS Band 1 magnitude of -1, and almost all are smaller
than 10 arc-mInutes In size. Some further processing/analysis of this SSSC data
set can probably lead to a reasonable and simple size versus brightness
relationship for use In CBSD scene generation. However, as may be apparent
from this Figure, it is not obvious that these data can reliably be extrapolated to
yield useful size-brightness rcelationships below magnItude 4,

To compare the phenomenological content of SKY (for HII regions and nebulae),
to the SSSC, CBSD all-sky data was generated from only Hil regions and nebulae
and only down to a 12pm limiting magnitude of 4. This scene generation yielded
1603 spatially extended sources, comparing rather well with the 2001 sources
listed in the SSSC. Figure 3.7-4 illustrates the distribution of these sources in
galactic coordinate space, Comparing this Figure with Figure 3.7-2, it can easily
be seen that the SKY/CBSD distribution is much more concentrated along the
galactic plane than is the SSSC. In addition, the SKY/CBSD distribution is very
heavily concentrated in thu "inner plane," I.e. withirn, .•e o -60.

Over the next few months, MRC will be conferring with the NASA/Ames SKY group
and also with IPAC scientists, prior to making final decisions on the best method(s)
for employing, within CBSD, the SKY and SSSC data on these classes of spatially
extended sources.
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APPENDIX 3.1

User Guide for NASA/Ames SKY Version 3
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POINT SOURCE MODEL OF THE
MID-INFRARED SKY: VERSION 3

This program is designed to model the point source sky in the mid-infrared. It
has been compared with the IRAS 12 and 25 pm observations, and, by using a library of
complete 2.0-35.00rnm low-resolution spectra, we have expanded the wavelength cover-
age of the model so that it can operate through any arbitrary filter lying entirely within
this wavelength.

The model consists of two broad components:

1. GALACTIC

The Galactic section of the program is within the main body of the program.
The Galaxy is assumed to be made up of 5 components:

* An exponential disk, comprising both young and old populations, exponential
in both the R and z directions, and truncated at a distance R,,,,,. The disk is
axisymmetric. All types of star are assumed to have the same radial scale length;
younger, more massive stars are assumed to have smaller scale heights than the
older stars.

* Spiral arms-these represent the non-axisymmetric disk component-they are as.
sumed to consist of young, massive stars. A four arm logarithmic spiral has been
used to represent the arms.

* Molecular Ring-this is an axisymmetric disk-like component introduced to rep-
resent an over-density of IRAS sources coincident with the molecular ring. A
Gaussian function, peaking at Ri,g has been used to represent this component.

* Bulge-an axisymmetric, moderately flattened component, concentrated in the
region within - 0.25RO of the Galactic center. This has been represented by
p = pox- 1 .8 exp(-X 3 ), where x = V•rl + k~z2IRB, k is the axial ratio, and Ra is
the "bulge radius", The bulge is assumed to consist only of old stars, but the
bulge does contain high metallicity stars, meaning that high infrared luminosities
can occur in AGB stars.

e Halo-an axisymmetric, slightly flattened diffuse component, considered to be
made up of old metal poor stars. This is the component described by the de
Vaucouleurs r,' law. Because of the complex nature of the deprojection of this
law, the density has been calculated by means of a lookup table HALO.DAT.

1
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Extinction is included at all relevant wavelengths and the dust causing the
extinction is assumed to have a distribution exponential in both R and z, with an
extinction of 0.08 mag kpc-1 at K in the solar neighborhood. The following are some
of the general parameters that have been used:

* Jo= 8.5 kpc -the Galactocentric distance

R ,.Q = 15.0 kpc -the disk truncation distance

* Ri.g = 0.45Ro -the ring radius

* RB = 2.0 kpc -the bulge "radius"

* Re - 2.8 kpc -the halo effective radius

* h = 3.5 kpc -the disk scale length

* Ph•lo 0.002p2 dik in the solar neighborhood

• [12] = 4.034 - 2.5 1og910 ( 12 ) -definition of the 12 Am magnitude

( (25] 2.444 - 2.5 loglo(S 2•) -definition of the 25 Am magnitude

* (60] ) 0.490 - 2.5 log 1o(Sso) -definition of the 60 Am magnitude

e note that these magnitudes are color corrected as for a hot (10000 K) star, and
S,\ is an IRAS PSC flux expressed as a flux density in Janskys by assuming that
AFx = const.

The Galactic section of the program works by assuming that the Galaxy con-
sists of ntype different types of source. (In this version of the program, ntype - 87.]
Each type of source is represented by an absolute magnitude, a dispersion in absolute
magnitude, a local density, and a scale height. There are also corresponding numerical
"masks", describing whether each type of source is present in a particular component.

The basic algorithm that has been used consists of looking along a ray, starting
at the sun, and stepping along the ray until the "edge" of the Galaxy is reached. At
each step, the volume (assuming an area of 1 square degree) is calculated, and the
contribution from each component calculated and added to count buffers. To facilitate
looking at extended areas, an option is included which instructs the program to look
at a grid of areas specified by the user. An example of this will be given later. This
is desirable for comparison with IRAS data since in general, an area of much larger
than 1 square degree must be used. At each point along each ray, the total line-of.sight
extinction is calculated and the apparent brightness of each source diminished by the
appropriate amount.

2
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2. EXTRAGALACTIC

The extragalactic point source sky has been modeled by assuming that the
galaxies are homogeneously distributed. This part of the calculation is performed in
the subroutine GALAXIES.FOR. The calculation starts by assuming a 60 pm luminosity
function of the form given by Soifer et al. [Ap. J., 320, 238]. This luminosity function
has been split into four components (blue galaxies, red galaxies, seyferts and quasars)
and corresponding [121-[251 and [25]-[60] colors and standard deviations in color de-
termined, along with a representative complete spectrum for each of these four classes
of galaxy. The 12 and 25 pim luminosity functions (and if necessary the luminosity
function through an arbitrary filter) are then simply calculated by transforming the 60
pm luminosity function.

The calculation is again performed by integrating along a ray. Since the
galaxies are assumed to be homogeneously distributed, only one ray is ever necessary,
and the result is scaled to the appropriate area passed from the main program. At each
step along the ray, the contribution from each magnitude interval of the luminosity
function is calculated, and added to the count buffers. The integration through space
includes cosmological effects (but no evolution) and the following assumptions have been
made: cosmological constant Ao = 0; flo = 1; Hubble constant Ho = 75 km s-1 Mpc-1 .
The result is not sensitive to choice of fS0 unless magnitudes very much fainter than
IRAS are used. The integration starts at redshift z = 5 x 10`5 (i.e. D = 20 kpc) and
stops at z = 5.0.

There is still controversy about luminosity evolution of galaxies. Further,
the near-infrared colors of galaxies are not yet fully-determined; therefore, the model
is designed not to permit calculation of the extragalactic contribution for broadband
wavelengths shortward of 12 p/n, nor for custom filters with effective wavelengths less
than 5.0 pm.

NON-STANDARD FILTERS

Filters with non-standard bandpasses within the 2.0-35.0 Mm wavelength scale
are dealt with as follows. Firstly, the user must have a file with the transmission at
each of the nwav wavelengths (note that nwav-331.] Such a file can be produced with
the auxiliary program INTLRS .FOR, an example of the use of which will be given later.
The main program, when asked to process a non-standard filter, calls the subroutine
SPECIAL. FOR. This subroutine takes as input from the main program an array of ab.
solute 12 pm magnitud,q, There are ntypc magnitudes in this array. The subroutine

3
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then obtains the characteristic spectrum for each of the ntype sources from the auxiliary
file LIBRARY.DAT for the Galactic sources, or GALAXY.LIBRARY .DAT for the extragalac-
tic sources. The subroutine then calibrates each of the nwav spectra to FA units (W
m-2 jro- 1 ), based on the input absolute magnitude. It then integrates the flux through
the specified bandpass. For convenience, an effective wavelength for the filter is de-
terrnined (assuming AFx = const) and a corresponding magnitude scale defined. The
subroutine returns an array of "magnitudes" through the special filter, along with the
new transformation back to in-band flux. in the final output, the user always has the
option of either in-band flux or magnitude. Throughout the integrations along the
line-of-sight, magnitudes are always used.

Note that INTLRS. FOR resides in a different subdirectory from the main pro-
grams SKY. FOR and SPECIAL. FOR. Consequently, after running INTLRS .FOR to generate
the customized response file, be sure to move this file to the upper level directory,
[.model].

4
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DETAILS OF THE DIRECTORIES AND FILES

The following files are supplied:

SKY. FOR the main program
SKY. EXE executable form of SKY
SPECIAL, FOR the subroutine which deals with the non-standard filters
GALAXIES.FOR the subroutine which performs the galaxy integration
BREAKDOWN.DAT the breakdown of extraga1actic sources into the 4 types
LIM.COM a command file to compile and link the program
SETUP.COM command file to setup logical names
INTLRS. FOR program to define user's filter at the nwav wavelengths
INTLRS. EXE executable form of INTLRS
LIBRARY.DAT galactic source spectral library
GALAXY..LIBRARY..DAT extragalactic source spectral library
LIBRARY .FOR program which creates *LIBRARY.DAT
LIBRARYM.EXE executable form of LIBRARY
*.AVE 91 spectra used by LIBRARY.FOR
EXTINCT.DAT representation of interstellar extinction from 2.0-35.0 /m
HALO .-AT lookup table for the rt law
TABLE.FOR program that creates HALO.DAT
TABLEEXE executable form of TABLE
POLINT. FOR subroutine called by TABLE
QROMB.FOR subroutine called by POLINT
MAKE.COM a command file to compile and link the programs

to create the halo lookup table
TRAPZD.FOR subroutine called by POLINT
LUMA. FOR standalone subsection of SKY.FOR for Galactic sources
LUMA. EXE executable form of LUMA
GALZA.FOR standalone form of GALAXIES .FOR for extragalactic

so urces
GALZA.EXE executable form of GALZA
EXPLAIN.TEX this file (actually in LATEX)

5
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The organization of directories (with sizes in VAX blocks) in account USER

is as follows:

Directory [USER.MODEL]

EXPLAIN.TEX; . 53/54
GALAXY.DIR;i 1/3
LINK.COM;l 2/3
LRS.DIR;.i 1/1
LUMA.KXE;I 165/165
LUMA.FOR;i 115/117
N0RM.DIR;1 1/3
SETUP.C0M;1 1/3
SKY.EXE;1 167/168
SKY.FOR;i 117/117
SPECIAL.FOR; 1 19/21

Directory (USER.MODEL.GALAXY]

BREAKDOWN.DAT;i 17/18
GALAXIES. FOR; i 26/27
GALZA.EXE;1 132/132
GALZA.FOR;I 45/45

Directory [USER.MODEL.NORM]

HALODAT;1 4/6
MAKE.COM;1 1/6
POLINT.FOR;i 2/6
QROMB.FOR;± 1/6
TABLE.EXE;1 11/12
TABLE.FOR; . 3/6
TRAPZDFOR;1 1/6
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Directory fUSER.MODEL.LRSJ

EXTINCT.DAT;l 6/6
GALAXY-.LIBR.ARY. DAT; 1 11/12
INTLRS.F.XE;l 12/12
INTLRS.FOR;l 15/15
LIB.DIR;l 7/9
LIBRAPRY.DAT; 1 226/228
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Directory (USER. MODEL. LRS. LIB]

A25V.AVE;l 6/6 AGBCOI.AVE;i 6/6 AGBCO3. AVE; 1 6/6
AGBCO5.AVE;I. 6/6 AGBCO7.AVE;I 6/6 AaBCO9.AVE;i 6/6
AGBCII.AVE;I 6/6 AGBC13.AVE;l 6/6 AQBCiS.AVE;i 6/6
AGBC17'.AVE;l 6/6 AGBC19.AVE;1 6/6 AGEC2I.AVE;I 6/6
AQBC23.AVE;1 6/6 AGBC25.AVE;i 6/6 AGBCIOI.AVE;l 6/6
AGBCO03.AVE;I 6/6 AGBCIOS.AVE;i 6/6 AGBCIO7.AVE;1 6/6
AGBCIO9.AVE;I 6/6 AGBCIII.AVE;I 6/6 AGBC113.AVE;l 6/6
AGBC11S,AVE;1 6/6 AGBC117.AVE;i 6/6 AGBC119.AVE;l 6/6
AGBCI21.AVE;1. 6/6 AGBCI23.AVE;1 6/6 AGBC126.AVE;i. 6/6
AGBC127.AVE;l 6/6 AGBC129.AVE;i 6/6 AGBC1I3.AVE;1 6/6
AGBM01-AVE~1 6/6 AGBMO3.AVE;i 6/6 AGBMOS.AVE;i. 6/6
AGEMO7.AVE;± 6/6 AGBMO9.AVE;I. 6/6 AGBMII.AVE;i 6/6
AGBM13.AVE;i 6/6 AGBMIS.AVE;i 6/6 AGBM 17, AVE; 1 6/6
AGBM19.AVE;1 6/6 AG31421.AVE;l 6/6 AGBM23-AVE;i 6/6
AGBM2S.AVE;i 6/6 AGI.AVE;I 6/6 BOIV.AVE;l 6/6
B23V.AVE;l 6/6 B5V,AVE;1l 6/6 B8AOV.AVE;2. 6/6
F0EV.AVE;I 6/6 F8G2G.AVE;1. 6/6 P8V.AVE;l 6/6
GO2V.AVE;I 6/6 G5G.AVE;I 6/6 G5V.AVE;1. 6/6
G8G.AVE;1. 6/6 GSK3V.AVE;1 6/6 HIIREG.AVE;i. 6/6
KO1G.AVE;1 6/6 K23G.AVE;1 6/6 K450.AVE;1 6/6
K45V.AVE;l 6/6 KM2I.AVE;1 6/6 LIBRARY.EXE;1l 9/9
LIBRARY.FOR;I 6/6 MOIV.AVE;l 6/6 MOG.AVE;I 6/6
MIG.AVE;1. 6/6 M23V.AVE;1 6/6 M20.AVE;i 6/6
M341.AVE;I 6/6 M3G.AVE~l 6/6 M45V.AVE;i. 6/6
M4G.AVE;i. 6/6 MSG.AVE;l 6/6 M6G.AVE;1 6/6
M'70.AVE;i 8/6 MLATEV.AVE;± 6/6 NQP.MALI.AVE;1 6/6
NOP.MAL2.AVE;I 6/6 PNBLUE.AVE;i 6/6 PNP.ED.AVE;± 6/6
QUASAR.AVE;l 6/6 RNBLUE.AVE;I 6/6 RNRED.AVE;l 6/6
SEYFERTAVE;1 6/6 TTAURI.AVE;i 6/6 XIA.AVE;1. 6/6
XIE.AVE;1 6/6 X2.AVE;1 6/6 X3.AVE;i 6/6
X4.AVE;1, 6/6 XB.AVE;i 6/6 YGOB.AVE;l 6/6

For a VAX running the VMS operating system, simply rnimnicldng this direc-
tory and file structure will result in a clone of the new version of the Model at the user's
VAX site. This same structure and organization is now established in the IRAF account
on the AFOL VAX machine.
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Note that the executable is linked with the MONG087 plotting package. The
executable provided will work in a limited manner (for example using device-3 for
a Tektronix); if the site where the program is to be installed has MONG087, it is rec-
ommended that the executable be relinked--otherwise, the last part of the subroutine
MONGCOPLOT within SKY.FOR could be modified to make use of the locally preferred plot.
ting package. Change the calling directory in which your own MONG087 resides in the
routine LINK. COM.

9
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RUNNING THE PROGRAM

The following are examples of the use of SKY.EXE.

$ set default disk:.usar,modelJ
$ asetup
$ r sky
Integrate over axreat N (case of a smral area)
Enter galactic latitude: 30 (in degrees)
ELter galactic longitude: 30 (in degrees)
Eater passband - 1mB, 24V, 3-3, 4=H, SK, 6=2.4um, 7xi2um, 8'2Sum, o-other: 7
Should the y-axis be cumulative? - <cr>uy: Y
Should the x-axis show magnitudes? - <cr>my: Y
Enter devi.e number (3 a Tektronix, 6 v Sim Window, 12 a Falco, -6 m LaserWriter (portrait),-6
a LaserWriter (landscape), 0 a quit): 0
output files SKY.LOG and SKY.OUT have been created
$ r sky
Integrate over area? Y (case of a large area)
Enter limits of galactic latitude: 60 90
Enter limits of galactic longitude: 0 180
Enter incremental steps in lat and long: 5 30 be sensible herel Enter pasabLmd
- laB, 2*V, 3=3, 4=9, SnK, 6m2.4um, 7=i0um, 8a2Sum, g9other: 7
Should the y-axis be cumulative? - <cr>oy:
Should the x-axis chow magnitudes? - <cr>my:
Enter device number (3 a Tektronix, 5 = Suu Window, 12 a Falco, -5 6 LaserWrit•r (portrait),-6
n LaserWriter (landscape), 0 a quit): -6
output files SKY.LOG and SKYQOUT have been created
Do you wish to plot observed points? - <cr>,y:
to compare model to existing data in that area
K.nter name of file containing the data: FILE.EXT
plot is now made
More plotting? - <cr>my, anchange axes: A
Should the y-axis be cumulative? - <cr>my: V use differential
Should the x-axis show magnitudes? - <cr>ay: h want flux
Enter device number (3 a Tektronix, 6 = Sun Window, 12 * Falco, -5 * LaserWriter (portrait),-a
2 LaserWriter (landscape), 0 = quit): 3
extra output, file SKY.OUT (differential/flux) is created
Do you wish to plot observed points? - <cr>=y: I
plot is now made
More plotting? - <cr>my, a=changs axes: N
$ r sky
Integrate over area? N (use of a non-standard filter)
Enter galactic latitude: 30
Enter galactic longitude: 30
Enter passband- 1=B, 2=1, 3=J, 4=H, S=K, 6=2.4um, 7at2um, 82nua, g9other: 9
Enter name of file containing system reopens@. The file must contatn
331 values matching the spectral vavelengths: C.LRS]FILTER.DAT
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Should 4he y-a.1± be cumulative? - <cr>my:
Should4 the x-axis show magnitudes? - <cr>wy: I
Enter d~vics number (3 x Tektronix, 6 x Sum Window, 12 = Falco, -5 n LaserWriter (portrait),-6
a LaserWriter (landscape), 0 a quit): -6
output files SKY.LOG and SKYOUT have been created

The output file SKY.LOG has a detailed listing of the contribution from each
type of source at a range of magnitudes. The file SKY.OUT contains the magnitude/log
flux in the first column and the log number (cumulative/differential) in the second,
depending upon the response to the prompts when running the program. The lower
portion of SKY.LOG includes the surface brightness output: a table of cumulative flux
and equivalent cumulative magnitude vs. x-axis magnitude for the zone area calculated;
and a second pair of columns detailing the same quantities but now per square degree.

The contents of the two columns of SKY.CUT are summarized in the table
below:

____ _ . J MAGNITUDE FLUX

CUMULATIVE mag / log10 N log10 Flux (Wm-2) log10 iV
DIFFERENTIAL mag / log1 o N (mag-') logo Flux (Wm 2 ) / log10 N (dex-1 )

INTLRS. EXE is self documenting, and should not cause any problems when
executed.

SKY. EXE takes approximately 6-8 CPU seconds per ray on a VAX 8600 com-
puter. This CPU time varies with direction; longer times are required for directions close
to the Galactic center. In addition, the extragalactic component, which is calculated
once each time the piogram is run, takes approximately 22 CPU seconds.

LUMA . EXE is a subsection of SKY.EXE for calculating the Galactic components
only. This will probably be useful for studying fields close to the Galactic plane, where
the extragalactic contribution will be relatively insignificant.

GALZA.EXE is a standalone form of the subroutine GALAXIES. FOR which calcu-
lates the extragalactic component. This subroutine assumes that the Galactic absorp-
tion is zero. For any region away from the plauie, this assumption is valid. However,
more caution is required in the plane. For example, there is expected to be over 1 mag
of extinction between us and the Galactic Center at 12 /m. The amount of extinction
decreases rapidly with latitude. The extinction is the reason that GALZA and LUMA were
merged to form SKY. Note that the usage of GALZA and LUMA is similar to SKY.
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Note that SKY and LUMA require input in Galactic coordinates. These are

defined (by the IAU) as:

sinb = sinS cos62.6 -- cos sin(a - 282.25°)sin62.60, (1)

cosb sin(-- 3X'°) = cos6si(a - 282.25') cos 62.6° + sin 6 sin 62.6', (2)

cosbcos(l- 330) = cos~cos(a - 282.250), (3)

where I is the galactic longitude, b is the galactic latitude, and a and 6 are the right
ascension and declination respectively, for equinox 1950.0.

HOW WELL DOES THE MODEL WORK?

A detailed discussion of the model's performance at 12 and 25 pm, across the
entire sky, is included in the paper by Waiuscoat et al. (1990, shortly to be submitted
to The Astrophysical Journal). We can plausibly attribute the deficient predictions of
the model to one or more of the following causes:

a Our representation of the spiral arms as both homogeneously populated and sym-
metrically distributed about the plane of the Galaxy is overly simplistic,

* Accurate color characterization of the metal-rich stars of the bulge is still prob-
lematic.

* The extragalactic sky is also riot homogeneous, although the effects of clustering
are at a much lower level than the former two causes.

12
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APPENDIX 3-2

CBSD Point Source Scene Generation Software

FORTRAN Code Listing
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* *

* Code Author: John P. Kennealy, MRC/Nashua 0

* 0

* (Interim) Version 3.5 of CBSO Point Source Scene Descriptor Image Moclule
* *

* CI1PSIMG# wit[ qen-r'ato ifrinis (wntr/cm'2) for up to three user-specIfied *
" w.,velength bandp@F!:e,. CHPSIMGC, in an expedient version to make spatially *
"* coherent rmuti-.spectr.it cap!litity available as soon as possible (I.e. *
"* without the finnl Nk•iA/Amo oxtorxind spectral data base). CBPSIMG# uses *

" a Linear intriltt ion betncon absolute ragni tudes of the three master *"* wavelengths (2.4, 12, and 25 un) to compute watt/cm*2/um at the canter '

"* of the user-specified bond and multiplies this by the spectral bandwidth '

" to produce the final Imagea in watt/cm'2.
*

" Beginning with v3.50, CrPSIMG uses a data base extracted from the IRAS PSC
"* to describe pnint sources with mngnitudei > or c 0. This date base QPSCO) *

"* includes the descriptions of 2503 bright IRAS Band I & Band 2 sources.

"* This multi-spoctral Implementation Is a transitional adaptation of the 0

"* most recent CPSE) monochromatic version. ConsequentLy, the architecture 0

" Is far from optimal with respect to either speed or address Spaoe for the *

" spatially coherent milti-spectral applications,

"* CBPSIMG# requires the CRSD PSOM (Point Source Density Map) data bases, as *

"0 well as data files "rList2t" and "PSOMnuixes," and (beginning with v3.50) 0

" the PSC bright point data base file 'pscbrr.g.mag1 0

* l0!l ~ ~ ! ! ! i l l ! ! ! l l l l ll I l l l l i l ~ ~ l l~ l l l l l

1111i NOTE THAT tiE FULL PATH NAME OF THE DIRECTORY CONTAININn THE 0111

*111 PSDM DATA BASE MUST BE IN THE STATEMENT DEFINING "FutlPath" III1

* *l~ ~ l l l l l l l l ! l l l t~ l t! • l~ l l l l l l l l l~ l l l l

**0000*0000000000000000**W000000000 CPSM0 *t**0000000000000000000000000000000
* •

* Version 3.48 Adds Small Amount of Stochastic Character to the Use of the *

* Point Source Density Functions to Help in Reducing Image "Contourlng" *
0 0

*0**00000**000000I**h*00000CBPSIMC,4 00000000000000000
* •

0 Version 3.49 Modifies Definition of PSmin, Accounting for Small Pitxels
0 Corrected Ordering of LonLat in DNTO04 Calculation, 9/20/90, (via Jima) •
0 *

0**00***A*0~***** ......A*. C3PsIMGSoooorooOoo*oOwoOo*o

" Version 3.50 Introduces Usage of IRAS/PSC Sources for v 12um Magnitude 0 *

000000*000000t000.0****** 0CBPSIMG5 *000*00*,00000000

0 Version 3.51 Offers User an Option of Defining Region in R.A, and Dec, but
• the Ouput Iinnaes Are Still Generated as Galactic Coordinate Projections 0

• 0~~ ~ CBPSIl1G5***0000000*0***000

• Version 3.52 Supports Generation of Up to 10 Different Output Image Sets 0

0 Generates a "loj" Fite, IM352.#.S.L, for each Scene Generation

Permits Single Colum•, Single Row, or Single Point Runs

**00...... ****~*** CSPS IMG5 0*.0*000*00I00000

program CUPSI1G5

0 This Is CBSD Point Source Scene Descriptor Version

parameter (Versnt3.52)
• Maximum Linear image Size is

parameter (MaxSizezT024)
* Maximhum Nutiber of User Wavelength Bands Simultaneously Treated Is

parameter (Max8=3)
0 The Reference Temperature for the IRAS Magnitude System is

parameter (rref=1l000.)
0 The Number of IRAS PSC Entries in the Bright Source Data Base Is

parameter (Nlritc=2503)
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tnteger*2 MMaq(30),IDNTB(29,31)
integer*2 PSDMmax(8?,-1:15),MagLimn(MaxB)
fnteger*4 NLat,NLon,Ntp

rolt*4 TbLat(31),TbLon(29)
real*4  M2p4(87),M12p(B7),M25p(8T)
reak*4 WI(MaxBS,W2(MaK9),WC(MaxB),DW(MaxB)
reaL*4 Thr(MaxB),FOMag(MaxB),fm1(MaxB),fm2(MaxB),fmb(MaxS)
real*4 PSFtx(MaxB,87)
reas*4 ONTB(87,29,31),DNTO(29,31)

character10 urmName,%utName(MaxB+1)
character*15 MapName,TmpName
character633 Fu.tPath

logical TooSmalt(87),Finished,UseBrite,Alresdy

The FPxU arrays are the (w/cm'2) images at user-*eified wavelengths

real*4  FLxU(Max9,MaxSize,MaxSiza)

" For the 87 Different Point Source Spectral Classes Included:

AbsoLute 2.4Lvm Magnitudes are, from NASA/Ames SKYv2
DATA M2p4/

* -2.92, -1.32, -0.52, 0.34, 1.33,
* 1.87, 2.73, 3.15, 3.52, 4.18,
+ 4,54, 5.04, 5.51, 6.49, 7.49,
+ 0.41, -0.05, "0.52, -0.72, -1.55,
+ -2.97, -3.97, -4.22, -4.57, -5.02,

-"5.82, -5.86, '7.66, -8.65, -4.69,
-"6.99, -9.30,-10.73,

* -4.38, -4.85, -5.39, -6.86, "7.82,
* -8.63, -9.30, -9.21, -8.65, -7.93,
* -7.68, -7.28, -6.80,
"* -7.41, -7.41, -7.45, -7.64, -8.01,
"4 -8.19, -8.32, -8.43, .8.62, -8.67,
"* -8.76, -8.68, -8.83,
"* -5.81, -6.22, -6.09, -7.25, -8.65,
"* -8.81, -9.21,-10.01, -8.16, -6.00,"* -6.34, -6.68, -7.02, -7.36, -7.70, -8.04,
4 -9.71, -2.80, -7.15, -3.71,-11.30,-12.38,
* -4.37, -1.72, -0.10, -0.10, -1.47, 1.74/

Absolute 12.vn Magnitudes are, from NASA/Ames SKYv2
DATA M12p/
* .2.80, "1.27, -0.50, 0.27, 1.31,
* 1.99, 2.73, 3.23, 3.58, 4.15,
* 4.97, 5.04, 5.82, 6.70, 7.25,
* 0.92, 0.00, -0.59, -0.78, -1.53,
* -3.20, -4.30, -4,67, .5.08, -5.56,
* -6.28, -6.93, -8.56,-10.23, -4.64,
* -7.29,-10.37,-11.50,
4 -4.64, .5.51, -6.60, -8.36, -9.69,
* -10.90,-12.32,-13.32,.-13.81,-14.03,
4 -14.18,-14.28,-14.30,
* "8.55, -a.57, -8.79, -8.67, -9.04,
* -9.19, -9.32, -9,43, -9.62, -9.77,
+ -9.86, -9.78, -9.93,
+ -8,92, "9.12, -9.69,-10.09,-11.49,
+ 11.81,-12.21,-13.01,-11.16, -9.00,
+ -9,34, -9.68,-10.02,-10.36,-10.70,-11.04,
* -14,31,-i4.40,-1•.35,'16.31,'16.80,'16.98,

+ -11.00, -8.35, -4.05, -4.54, -8.50, -1.86/
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Absolute 25. .r 10''r I , .1 J0 , 'to, NASA/Ames SKYv2
OATA MO.p/

.1 .', * "' 3 y..7. .1 3 .
+ ' I-00,

+ -7.29,- I C .4 11,70,+ -4. /4, -5.•11 -,t'.11, - r). ,',,-10 59,
" -412.100,-1 ." 1 . , -4.. 2,'15.51 0,15.93,
+ -16.28 16. 5•, 16.1A0,
+ -8.65, -887, 10.21) , -9.9 37, -0.94,

+ 10 . I7 lf .6 1 ,-1) 11 3 11 .61,
+ -11.96, 1' I .) ,- 12..
+ .9.31  '.;' 'I" i. i./, "12.'39,

+ -12.71 13 51 -1','I,1' 1 '10.90,
+ -11.44 11 ' 1 1 .. , 13.60,-14.14,
+ -15 •,32, .-16 ,.! .75 7 ,.( 1 .,. 1T.77,18.88,
* -12- 6 , 0' , ;. , .. 0 ,-12.26, -3.81/

Ntp,0

wri to( ,' 1 /,', ,1
4 

./,/)I )
4/ *''4i-A*.k *

+1 o."; nintr "ourc; .conri orsriptor, Version ',Vertn,

* Get the Prh, ., Oi-cripti,,n From the Uer, Stdrting with Wave Bar (Cs)

7 write(*,'(a, II , I)')
+ I How Many Wover-riv, c e h Tflads (Max nw/mn of IMaxO,):
rea (*, ) jitlfl
I f) IHtll. q1t . Ma;..l ) tho Il

writ..(', (ii,,11.1)) ' lcy, wild Man, no more than IMaxi, III

rig tc N

writei','(,)') ' iM.\ll [ItFINItI/J(NS:'

do 25 NJO Ni;ýItn9 ritŽ(', :(a, i i.a)')
+ ' i ,on 1 1113, J',Viiii (ttm)r , 4Vainx(ur), Threshoid(w/cm'2); 71

rin.d()' ') WiUUI tJ2fl)fl,,'(RF) , fihr( U)

i f(W1 til) .,) 'Ic /(Nl))) thern
wr ir,', i ' ri y Bir ,:1 O ,srr[- r. ion, try That One Again .. ,I

,]o tQ '2

TW( hl ) (i ) •f 3 ( )i,

* CO W1i6t it.;0WC(N .) l( lit'): '3 .', - ;;,(•Itt

if (O,'tilI 0M I t. t h,ýt
Wa t'i '4) ' I1ind .or,''r Mus t be >2.4urn II Try It Again ...

sri t,, :, ' f.'ir it rit,-r ,lt; L b, <Z 1inl II Try It Again ...

,'ir'd i f

F* ((tilTA U'iu't 1.t

F NuLrfi-" 1<19 J 10 , (wc (Nit)'1 5)
The mirhrni';, (1,1/ i/i/.) of lr Absolute Magnitude • is defined

* (CIt'AS 0 n.l tttit~':- SUp-ti;p zment Eqn VI.C.1) as:
•M.1,Se •T- 16 It ti/Itteri

* iThe Inrl ;i.I Hir (w/'ctn'2) from Zero Magnritude Point Sources Is
FOrwig(N ) tJiA;ii•itW Nil)
SIARnI :Tihr(1110,,P11 F1'3(.110)
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MagLim(NB)=l-nint(2.5*acgO10(SMRng))
write(*,*)

+ t ........... ............. . ......
write(','(a,i1,a,13)')

* Band ',B,1 Limiting Magnitude is ',MagLi.il(N8)
write(*,1(aiI,alpe?.l)')

* I Band ',NO, Magnitude 0 In-Band Is ',FOMag(ND)
write(*,*)

+ I ......... ..... ....... °..... ..........

The interpciation formula to be used for each band & spectral class Is
* AMag % Mog # fml(NB)*(M2p4(Ktass)-Ml2p(Ktass))

" w # fm2CNB)*(M25p(Klass)-M12p(Ktsae))
O where

if(WC(NB).te,12.) then
fm(NB) (12.-WC(NS))/(12.-2.4)
fm2(Ne) a 0.0

else
fml(NB) x 0.0
fm21N8) , (WC(N8)-12.W/25.-12.)

endif

25 continue

"Now Get the User's Spatial Specification of the Scene (image)
write(C','(/a)')

+ I Scene Oefinition May Be in Equatorial (R.A. &Doc)'
write('*,) or Galactic IGLon & GLat) Coordinate System;'
write(',') ENTER 1 for Equatorial or Z for Galactic:'
rend(*,*) ICtype

27 iff(Ctype.eq.1) then
write(*,*) ' RAmln, RAmax, DecMin, DoecMax Should be in Degrees.'
write(',*) ' DLAM is Differential Lot/Lon (IFOV) in ArceMinutes'
write(',*') ENTER RAmin, RAmax, DecMin, DecMax, OLAM
reed(*,*) RAmin, RAmax, DecMin, DoecMx, DLAM
if((RAmin.gt.RAmax).or.(RAmin.tt.0.).or.

+ (RAmax.gt.360.)) then
write(','('' SiLly R.A. Input try again I'")')

go to 2?
endif

if((DecMi n.gt.DecMax).or.(DecMin. It..90.).or.
* (DecMax.gt.90.)) then

write(*,'('' Silly Declination input try again IP)')

so to 27
endif

"* Now Find the Galactic Coordinate Limits

d2ra3.141593/180.
r2d*180./3.141593
rmrad1921d2r*(-192.25)
s27msin(d2r*27.4)
c27mcos(d2r*27.4)
GLatM Ir90.
GLatMax'9.1,
GLonIrlT,9.
GLor-'ax. 180.
do 2050 kv1,4

if(k.eq.1) then
ramRAmin
dc0ecM in

else If (k.eq.2) then
ra*RAmax
dc=oecMin

else if (k.eq.3) then -

re=RAmin
dcu=ecMax

else if (k.eq.4) then
roaRAmax
dcrOecMax

endif
dmd2r'dc

rxd2r*ra
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I' !1T I ilrA

i fI cit Ft till) ( 14

if uulIt . L -. iit~it) G(;t11tvinzcJ

I f (qt .,I C.1itl ttl Ic~lt'i

2050 i*coot vi n
wr i tritL 2'ii It itJýt 1. 1,C ttM~ax, GLov,'Ii nGLoN.ox

2051 f ortnat( rhe iati t(.I-fc Coordliimtot L imImts WILL Be:'
* flrt.lit I otitutdr: lf6.1,, '.16.1/

* t'ntnrr ic Lon'gi etiC1: 1,f6., 1' 1,f6.1)
erse if( ICtypcý eq.. 't hen
wri tW(, I ) I iH.;nt~mrt, til athl'ix, CILorV4in, GLorniax Are in Degrees.'
wri tv('V, ')I HUM~ :: i trzit Lac/Lon (IFOY) in Arc-Miniutes'
wri tr!(, 1 -U Qtt tLjtii', t'i.atMax, GLontifn, OLorniex, CLAM

reid n l v, iVl r.t, GLoiOM i r, GUon~ax, CLAM

i f(( otrit ,tM..t.( LaRMIO, t t.-90, ).or.

wr itot (* Sill Iy ht itit~tde(!l) input -try again 111)1)

go to ell
etici If

4. (GL oi~tnx cltj. 1$),)) thr.n
wviŽ(, '''SIlty lovi~jitudu~s) input -try again 111')1

go to 2?
erw~if

wri te(b 1(, ~tA

*PixeL Size in t) ,t•! Pixi d -t Area in deg'2

DLvOLAM/All.

APixvOL 'tO

N umber of P1 AL( IL D q Liwro Licgrot. t,

PixPD01./Allix

*Initial Hliirii it < 2Žt:ui:tY of Iteretfst 0.01

endif

* NLot and WIon ;ii-r P v'Žt .1I iii t tool Width (in On Lactic Latitude and
* Long Itudt; Soo~t , t:.rctI,'. y) t 'i t'hie Usur- SpecIf led Scene Image

writot(', oi, .!tI ioŽ) Pi?,1:3 Ar,'ý Too Many Ill111 NI
yo to 27

I 1(NIJr)1.not .tx;I'I ilicit
wri te(*, '(it,, '' n LirtI tidf P ixeltso Are Too Many I I I'' NLon
go to 21'

eix)) f

wri'Itt. A(1, I wet' iL bitt cot*' e s, ' i4,4, rows''1)')
111t 11,t11 it
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K0utRacLv4*NLon
0DuiVame( 1:3)ue IN.'
Nversn~nnntC 100.*V~rsn)

do 10 nR.O9

do 5 Rsa1,?Jui
OutNsme(N8)n0uiiNJam
writu(OutName(NU)(10:10),'(il)') NO
inqui re(fi lezoutName(NB), exi st=Already)
ifALready) go to 10

5 continue
[ffAlready) then
go to 10
*lse
go to 12
enodi f

10 contin~ue
write(*, 11'III 10 Image Sets ALready Exist 11111i11//')l
Stop

12 do 14 NBu1,N,.mG
OLutNome(NB)vOum'dam@

LUN-50+NB
operi(LUN,fitevOut~ame(NB),accessu'dlrect',forrma unformatted',
* rectaKOutRecL)

14 continue
0ut~oame(Nui41 I)aDum'Jame(1 :9)//'LI
oPen(50, f I ezdutidame(Num8+l+ I

+' ICBSD Poin~t Source Scene Descriptor, Version 1,Versn,

write(50,1(4x,11,a)l) NuTIE,' Spectral Band Images'
do 16 NB.1,NumS

write(50,1)
4...............................................A

write(50, I(&, fl,a, f4.1,a,f4.1,a,lpe8.2)1)
I Band ',NB,': W1.',WlCNB),l W2%,,W2CNl),, Thrvl,Thr(NB)

*. land ',NO,'5 Limiting Magnitude is 1,MsgLfm(NB)
wrIt*(50, 'Cs il~alpe7.1')1

+ bend '.ME,' Magnitude 0 In-Band Is1* ,FOPMag(NBI
writICc50 ,*

+ I .......................... A

16 continue
writ#CS0, IUflA
wrIteC 50,*
* GLatMIn CLatMax OLornlin GLorm'ax PhceL(Arc-iMfn)l

writeC 50, '2
*...................... ...... I......

G La.tMin,GLatMax,GLorm4in,GLOnA~ax,DLAM
writf(50,*)
4. ..... ... ... ...... .............

write(50,1(j)')
write(50,'C'' Imagesaerei llf4 cols, '',14,'' rows'')')
+ Nt~um,ftiat
write'50, '(/)'

write(','(/oW2) I Beginning Calcuiations..



"* Read in The PSOM Coordinates 4ist and Flit the Coordinates Tables
"* (ri.b. the file 'c~ist.", contains only the gtat/gLon values -0Q)

open(10,f itelecl ist2l)

do 30 N~aKLaC,(2*KLat-1)
read(10,*) TbLat(Nta)
NLanvw(2*KLat).idLa
TbLat(NLarmn)wTbLat(N La)

30 continue
KLatn2*KLat. I

read(10,*) ICLori
do 35 NLoxKLo,,.(2*KLon-1)

readC1O,*) TbLon(Nto)
NLoumwi(2*KLon)-NLo
TbLon(NLomriw-TbLonMiJ L)

35 continue
KLonx2*XLon- I

a IoseC IC)

"* KLet and KLon are NJow the Total Numbers of Catactic Latitudes

"* and Longitudes in the Fitted Point Source Density M~aps

*Read In the Array of PSOt4 MaX Values
open(20,fitev'PSDMmoxes',forw 'unformatted',accesse'direct',
+ roeLo2958)
read(20,rec-1) PSOMmex
C1,06600)

*Initialize the Flux Output Array($)
do 50 mml,NLat

do 50 l'I,NLon
do 50 iJBul,NumB

PtxU(1,tL,m)C0.
FtxU(2, L ,m)0.
FtxU(3,tI,m)u0.

so continue

*First Qat trie PSC Bright Sources Which~ Are In the User-Specified Field

NBri tellin
MeL fOLDL/2.0
gbminuGLatMin-HaL fDL
gbmaaXGLatMax+ Hat fOL
g Im Inunilsor~iin- Hat OL
gtmax-GLorV~ox+HeL IL
do 2100 idB*¶,Nizng

2100 fmb(NB)-(WCCNB)-12.)/(25. *12.)
opvn(8,fI le!,pscbrt~g.maq')
do 2300 mnsINBrite
UseBritem, false.
read(8,'Uf7.3,f8.3,2f6.l)') gb,gL~rml,rm2
if((sb.Lt,gbrnim).or.(gL~tt.gimin).or,(gI~gt.gimax)) go to 2300
if(gb~gt~gbricx) go to 2350
IndLet-nint( I .+Cgb-CtLatMin)/Dl,)
IndLonsnlnt(1 .4-(gl-GLorVmIi,)/OL)

do 2200 N~alN'.zrf
AM agxrml .f mb( NB )*(rm2 .rml )
it(AMag,gt.MagLimCNI)) go to 2200
Usegrites.tru*.
PFluxinFOMag(Na)*(10.**( O.4*AMag))
FlxU(NB, IndLon, IndLat)uFtxU(NB, IndLon, indLat)+PFiux

2200 continue
if(Usegrite) N~riteUzN~rItC4+1

2300 continue
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2350 continue

ciose(8)
write(*', '(aI10)')
+ IRAS/PSC Point Sources '- 12um Magnitude 0 a 1,NBriteU

write(*,*)

write(50,10(,1¶0)')
+ RAS/PSC Point Sources >u 12uii Magnitude 0 v 1,NBriteUJ

wri te(50,*)
+9 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... .

CENTRAL MASTER WAVELENGTH
Lamnbdas 12

*Initiatize the PSOM Name Templtee
TmPNames 'PSOM-tt-nrirwli~w'

'6 *9 ,13
tf(LambdalO.ge.100) then
writeCTmpName(13:15),'(13)') LanfibdalO

eis@
write(TmpName(13:15), '(''0' ',12)') Larnbdal10

end if

CORRECT ONLY FOR MagMaxaml
v3.5: Magllaxxo1 Now III

**III Temporarily
Mag~wlSx1

* NMagu2*MoqLImX
NMagw MngLimX
do 60 N&1,NMag

* MMag(N)m-24N
MMag(N)v N

60 continue

*Point Source Image Generation, First Looping Over the Magnitude lins
do 900 NM91,NMag

Maguimmag(NM)
MapName'TmpName
MM ag I C10*MMag (NM )
If(MMagI0.1t.0) then
wrIr*(?4opNam*(9:11),1(I3)') MMag10
else If(MMagl0,Lt,10) then

eLse it(Mlma210,lt.I00) then

eLse
wuitv(MapNameC9:11),'(i3)') Hmaglo

Flnishedu~.true.
do 100 Ktass'-1,87

* ~TooSmail L~ass)x.true.
do 75 Nau1,NLuao
AMaq a Mag + fm1(Nl)'(M2p4(Ktass)*M12p(iCtass))

+ + fm2CNB)*CM25P(Klaae).Ml2pi(KLass))
If(AMag.Li.MagLIm(Nl)) then
TooSinai l(Klass~w. false.
F inlsheds.faisa.

endif
PSF~x(N8,Klass) aF0Maq(N8)*(10.**(.0.4*AMag))

75 continue
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if(Kiauss~t.10) then
Write(lMapNeme(6:7), 'C ''0''11)') Klass

else
writ@(MaPName(6:7),'(I2)') Ciass

andif

III The Proper PSOM Oirectory Name Must be HerR I!
Ful, LPathx I/f Itus3/PSDM.3. I /'I//MepNeme

opon(30, f Itoa ullPath, accesseuId Irect, , foarmsunformatted',

rosci(30,rec-l) IDNTS
ciose(30)

do 90 NLeuI,KLat
do 85 idLoul,KLon
1f(IONTU(NLo,NL&).Lt.LPSOmin) then
ONTB(KLass,NLo, NLs2.0.

else
ON TB(K Ifas, NLo,NI~Le) a I.**(rea I(I NT5CidLo,NLs))/1OOO.

endi f
ONTO(NLO,NLA).OiNrOCNLo, NLa)+ONTBCKtess, NLo,NLa)

85 continue
90 continue

100 continue

IF(Finished) go to 925

*Loop Over Latitude & Longitude to Accumla~te Flux Into Image Pixels
do 500 mui,iJLat

* Corpu.te a Latitude Value of the Output Image
OLatvGLetMin-reel~m-¶ )0L
F ind the Proper Latitude table Entries to In~terpolate Between
do 200 jmI,)(Lat
I fC(OLst.ge.TbLat(J )).and, Moat. Le.TbLot~j*l)) then

Let 1.J
TbLstlnTbLat(Lat1)
Lat2*uI1
TbLat2,TbLstCLst2)
go to 205

end if
200 continue

205 Lanlo.1
Lon2vO
do 400 nmi,NLon

*Compute a Longitude Value of the Output Image
QLonwGLcN4 ImereeL(n* 1 )DL
if(Lon1,eq.-1) then

* PFind the Proper Longitude Table Entries to Interpotate Betw~een
do 300 kai,KLom

If(iOMon. qe. TbLon(k)). and. COLon. to. TbLon(k*1)) then
Loni ~k
T bLonI& bL onCL onI)
LonZski'1
TbLon2atbLon(Lon2)
go to 310

erdif
300 c~ontinue

end If
305 If(0Lon~gt,tbLonZ) then

LoniaLonlel
TbLonletbLon( Loni)
Lon2nLon2+1
TbLom2vTbLon(L on2)

endi f
if(GLon.gt.TbLon2) go to 305
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*Add a Little randomness to choice of map grid points in order
to reduce visfibiity of corntuurfng In the flux output Images

310 If((Latl .gt.1).and.(Latl. Lt.KLat)) then
lf(rand(O).Lt.0.67) then
Lat lUvLati

et se
LaZlU-Lotl-l

endi I
el so
Lat1U&Lat1
"en if

TLot1UaTb~at(Latl1U)

if((Lat2.gt.1).and.CLat2.Lt.KLat)) then
lf(rmnd(O).Lt.0.67) then
Lat2UvLat2

else
Lat2LJmLot24-1

end i
elseO

La~t2UL at 2
"en if

TLat2UsTbLot( Lat2U)

if((Lon1.gt.1).and.(Lonl.Lt.KLon)) then
if~rand(0).Lt.0,67) then

tLonlsLJaLon I
etse
LonlU-Lonl-l

"enIf
else
L on 1U= Ion 1

eod I f
TLcm1UaTbton(LonIU)

IfCCLon2.gt.i).and.(Lon2,Lt.K~on)) then
ff(rand(0).It.0.67) then

Lon2IUaLonZ
e(so
Lon2UzLon2+1

end if
al so
Lon2tUvLon2

endiff
TLon2Ua~bton(Lon2U)

Arot'( TLon2U.TLon1U)*(TLst2U. TLat1U)

DNT04 a DNT0(LcnlU,LatIU).0NT0(Lon1U,Lat2U)
+ +DNT0(Lon2U,LetIU)e0NTO(LonU,Lat2U)

If(ONT04.tt.PSOmln) go to 400

*Set Up the factors for Sf-Linear Interpolation
flv~L~t-TLatIU
f22rtat2U-GLat
l3z0Lon- TLoniU
i~mTLon2U-0Loni
r1sf2'*f3/Atot
r20','f4/Atot
r3vf1*f4/Atct
r4asý1*f3/Atot

Rough, Pr~iiminary Implementation of Dispersion Within a Magnitude
FtxOspx'i0.**(C.20,O.4*rsnd(0))

* Changed for Version 5.0 So, For Exempt*, Bin Mel Now Acor.unts For
* Sources with Magnitudes 40 and 01 Ryther than for Sources With

Ayerage Magnltudewl. In Addition to $eing More Appropriate for
* Working With the PSC Oata Basset This to Also More Correct Than
* Before for Working Wi th the SKY-Derivied PSOM Data Ease.

F~xDspa1C.*( -0.4+0.4*rand(0))
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do 375 K142321,87
iftTooSmatLCKl4Aa)) go to 375
ADENo

+ 1'0*NTB(Ktaase,LonZU,Lat1U))e(r2CNTECiKLeSe,Lon1U,LatiU))+
+ (r3*DNTBC earn, LOnU,LI at2U ) (4,EN TICK lass, Len2U,La? 2U)

i1ADEN~tt.PS9Dmin) go to 375
PDENcAPix*ADEN
it(POEN.gO.1.) then
PDEiJ-nint(POEN)
Ntp*.Ntp#PDEN
do 330 N~xI,NumB

Fl~xU(NU,nemmFaLXU(N3,M,m)*POEN'Fxosp'PSFtxCNB,Klaaa)
350 continue

die~sdO.q.D go to 375

do 360 NBOI,Nuom
Fi~xU(NB,n,m~xmtxU(N9,n,m).FLA~sp*PSPtx(NB,Ktafs)

360 continue
endi P

375 continue

400 continue
Sao continue

+ CBSD/'PtN Point Sources ~.12w~ Magnitude 'Mao,' * ,tp

# CESD/PSN Point Sources ~u12umI Magnitude ',Mao,' * ,Ntp

UC(P5Dmin.lt.1.) then
PS~mfnxPS~mfnl .5&849
LP1DmI nuLPSDmIM4200

andi P

goo continue

925 NtpinN~riteU+NtP
write(*,*)

+ I ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

write("',
*(t Total Point Sources In Imsge(9)i 1'',lO)') Ntp

write(50,*)
+ I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

wrIteC 50,
+(I& Total Point Sources in Image~s): 11,110)1) Ntp

close(SO)

'The FITS Fite Writer His Been Temporarlhy Removed for Re-WritIng 1i a Form
* Which Accommodates Both Byte-Reversed and Won-Iyte*Reversed Hardware.

do 1000 NB'1,Nurzi
LUNsS0.NS
krecal
do 950 iim1,NLat

wrftQ(LUN,rtcwkrOC) (FtxU(NIBn~r), mal,NLon)
krecakrwl.

950 continue
cLOseCLUN)

1000 continue

stop

and

$Paz
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4 THE CBSD ASTEROIDS. SAJN. MOON. & PLANETS MODULI

4.1 INTRODUCTION

This purpose of this chapter is to assist the general user in applying the CBSD
Asteroids, Moon, and Planets (CBAMP) module to generate IR celestial
background scenes which Include the major and minor planets, as well as the Sun
and Moon. Sections 2 and 3 provide a general and detailed description of
CBAMP. Section 4 contains user information for program operation. Section 5
discusses portability.

4.2 GENERAL DESCRIPTION

Program CBAMP generates an Image file of asteroid and major planets, with
proper positions and with relative Intensity levels corresponding to predicted
asteroid infrared flux densities at a specified wavelength. The Sun and Moon are
also shown in the image if within the field of view. The user specifies the field of
view by entering the number of pixels per degree, and also the center of the
Image. The time for calculation of the geocentric ephemeris Is also entered by the
user. A radiance map file Is also generated, containing Infrared flux densities of all
objects except the Sun.

The asteroid database AST1989.002 contains radiometry data for all ID 1
asteroids listed In the IRAS Infrared Astronomical Satellite Asteroid and Comet
Survey. The named asteroid database (ELEM1989.002) and the unnamed
asteroid database (U891001.AST) were provided by Ed Tedesco, JPL, Calif.
Institute of Technology.

The position, distances and phase angle of the major planets are calculated In the
same manner as the asteroids. The same thermal model Is also applied, using a
phase integral of 1.5 for all major planets.

4.3 DETAILED DESCRIPTION

The Sun's geocentric equatorial rectangular coordinates are calculated for the time
of the ephemeris, using Newcomb's method. Perturbation corrections due to
gravitational influences from the Moon, Venus, Mars, Jupiter and Saturn are
applied, giving a highly accurate position of the Earth-Sun.
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After reading the orbital osculating elements of an asteroid, subroutine LOCATE is
called. LOCATE returns the following: Minor planets mean place; Sun-asteroid
distance (radius vector); Earth-asteroid distance, and the phase angle (Sun-
asteroid-Earth). Planetary aberration, is. annual aberration and light-time
correction, is applied in calculating the above elements.

The standard thermal model used to calculate the Infrared flux densities was
provided by Mark Sykes (University of Arizona) and has been described previously
In a CBSD Topical Report. The input parameters from the database used by
Sykes' algorithm are: bolometric Bond albedo, phase integral, and diameter.
These parameters are available from data in the IRAS database.

4.3.1 Subroutine LOCATE

Subroutine LOCATE performs the function of calculating the geocentric
ephemeris of elliptic orbits, given the following Inputs:

X,Y,Z Sun's geocentric equatorial coordinates
T1 Julian date for calculation of ephemeris
T2 Julian date for EPOCH of orbital elements
MM Mean motion (degrees per day)
MO Mean anomaly at T2
AP Argument of perihelion (referred to B1950.0)
OMEGA Longitude of ascending node (referred to B1950.0)
INCL Inclination of orbit (referred to B1950.0)
E Eccentricity SMA Semi-major axis (AU)
OBLIQ Obliquity of the ecliptic (at B1950.0)

The true anomaly Is derived from the eccentric anomaly which Is found
using the Keplerian equation. After the heliocentric coordinates of the
object are calculated, they are summed with the Sun's geocentric
cuordinates to obtain the geocentric coordinates of the asteroid or planet,
A second pass thru the above process using a modified mean anomaly,
by subtracting light-time, corrects the geocentric coordinates of the object
to account for planetary aberration. Right ascension, declination and
phase angle are subsequently computed.

Returned parameters:

RA Right ascension at T1
DEC Declination at TI
RV Sun-object distance
DR Earth-object distance
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BETA Phase angle (Sun-object-Earth)

4.3.2 Minor Planets

The IRAS asteroid database (AST1989.002) contains geometric albedo,
diameter and phase Integral extracted from the IRAS Asteroid and Comet
Survey for all ID 1 asteroids. The named asteroid database
(ELEM1989.002) is comprised of 4000 asteroids and includes all 1790
IRAS ID 1 asteroids. The unnamed asteroid database (U891001.AST)
contains 9643 asteroids. The orbital elements for all asteroids are for
Epoch October 1,1989.

For all IRAS asteroids, the orbital elements are extracted from the named
asteroid database. If the IRAS asteroid Is located within the field of view,
parameter values in the IRAS asteroid database are used in the Standard
Thermal Model to determine the flux density of the asteroid.

For all non-IRAS asteroids located within the field of view, an albedo must
be assumed in order to calculate a diameter. From photometric
parameters and orbital elements for a given asteroid, the asteroid is
assigned to 1 of 8 groups of asteroids. A geometric albedo Is then
randomly selected for the asteroid based on an albedo histogram of the
group members. (The histogram data Is contained In file ALBPROB.DAT)
The bolometric Bond albedo and diameter can then be estimated. The flux
density is determined with the Standard Thermal Model using the above
derived Bond albedo and diameter.

If the asteroid is not occulted by the Sun or Moon, a gray level that Is
proportional to the logarithm of the flux density Is Inserted in the Image
array. A logarithmic range is selected in order to display all asteroids. A
radiance map is also generated with the flux (JY/SR) scaled to the pixel
size.

4.3.3 Major Planets

The major planet database (PLAN1990.002) contains the orbital elements,
geometric albedo, and radius for all the planets. This information was
obtained from the Astronomical Almanac 1990. The orbital elements, thus
obtained, are for Epoch August 17,1990 and are referred to the mean
ecliptic and equinox of J2000.0.
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In order to refer the major planets to the same equator and equinox as the
asteroids, the following orbital elements are reduced from equinox
J2000.O to B1950.0.:

Inclination of orbit,
Longitude of ascending node,
Argument of the perihelion.

Then the same procedure used for the asteroids is used to obtain the
planets mean place, radius vector, distance from the Earth and phase
angle. Also, the same thermal model Is used to obtain the flux density. A
phase integral of 1.5 Is used for all major planets.

The flux density is calculated for all planets and written to the list file
CBAMP.LST. An asterisk is placed before the name of each planet that
appears within the field of view.

The planets which a&e located within the field of view are shown in the
image above the first two letters of their name. The gray level of the pixel
representing the planet Is proportional to the logarithm of the flux density.
The flux is scaled to the pixel size (JY/SR) and Inserted in a radiance map
for each planet within the field of view.

4.3.4 Moon

The Moon's geocentric mean ecliptic longitude, latitude and parallax are
calculated using periodic terms obtained from "Astronomical Formulae for
Calculators" by Jean Meeus. This method uses only the most important
periodic terms, giving an accuracy of approximately 10 seconds in
longitude and 3 seconds in laitude. The longitude and latitude of the
center of the Moon are obtained, referred to the mean equator and
equinox of date of the ephemeris. The equatorial horizontal parallax is
obtained so that the angular diameter of the Moon and the distance
between centers of the Earth and Moon can be determined. The
transformation of the Moon's geocentric ecliptical coordinates Into
equatorial coordinates is performed.

The above equatorial coordinates referred to the equator and equinox of
date are further reduced to positions referred to the equator and equinox
of B1950.0. The rigorous method used In this transformation was found in
"Astronomical Formulae for Calculators" by Jean Meeus.
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Next subroutine LPHASE is called. This subroutine calculates the phase
angle of the Moon, given the following terms:

Moon's geocentric mean ecliptic longitude & latitude;
Sun's true ecliptic longitude;
Sun's and Moon's mean anomaly;

(all positions referred to the equinox of date). The subroutine also returns
the Earth-Sun distance, which is used with the phase angle of the Moon
and Earth-Moon distance to calculate the radius vector of the Moon.

Subroutine SUNPOS is called to calculate the position of the Sun. First the
geocentric mean longitude of the Sun is converted to equatorial
coordinates referred to the equator and equinox of date. Then the
equatorial coordinates are found for the equator and equinox of B1950.0
and stored in Common.

Subroutine LUNDRW is called if the center of the Moon is located within
the field of view. The subsolar temperature of the Moon Is determined.
Also the position angle of the Moon's bright limb, and the angular
separation from the subearth point to the subsolar point are determined.
The later two parameters are used to calculate the coordinates of the
subsolar point using a coordinate system with an origin at the subearth
point. Then the coordinates of each pixel located on the disk of the Moon
Is determined. This method assumes an orthographic projection of the
Moon onto the disk, I.e. a full hemispheric view of the Moon. With the
coordinates of the subsolar point and each pixel, the central angle
between the subsolar point and each pixel area can be established.

The gray level for the Moon's disk on the dark side (central angle greater
than 90 degrees) is set to a low level In the image and the sunlit side of the
disk is set to maximum gray level. Radiance values are computed for the
radiance map array for each pixel on the Moon's disk.

4.3.5 Sun

If the center of the Sun is located within the field of view, the Sun's disk
(either full or partial) is displayed In the image file at maximum brightness.
No attempt has been made to convert the Sun's pixel areas to flux values
and place them in the radiance map. Finally the first two letters of the
name (SU) Is placed below the Sun In the image, as done with the Moon
and major planets.
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4.4 PROGRAM OPERATION

The program requires a total of 7 parameters arranged in 4 groups. When multiple
parameters are entered in response to a message, the parameters may be
separated by commas, spaces, or carriage returns. The 4 groups are arranged
for Input as follows:

(a) message: ENTER NUMBER OF PIXELS PER DEGREE (DEFAULT 30)
parameter: PIX (real): enter "," for default or a

value greater than 5

(b) message: ENTER RA,DEC OF CENTER (IN DEGREES)
parameters: RAO (real): Right Ascension at center of FOV

Range: 0 to 360 degrees
DECO (real): Declination at center of FOV

Range: -90 to 90 degrees
(equatorial coordinates)

3) message: INPUT WAVELENGTH IN MICRONS
parameter: WAVE (real): Range: 12 to 100

parameter used In the thermal model

4) message: ENTER YEAR,MONTH,DAY (U.T.) YYYY MM DD.DDDD
parameters: IYR (integer) Must enter all 4 digits

MON (integer) May be 1 or 2 digits
DD (integer) The day may contain any fraction

The output from the program Is contained In the following files.

1) CBAMP.LST:
Contents Includes monochromatic flux, ID, right ascension,
declination, radius vector (Sun-object distance) and phase
angle for each asteroid in the field of view. The file also
Includes Sun, Moon and major planet data.

2) CBAMP.PIC:
512 by 512 byte array containing gray level values In the
range of 0 to 255, representing logarithmic scaled flux density
of the major and minor planets. The pixels representing the
Sun and sunlit portion of the Moon are assigned values of
255.
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3) CBAMP.OUT:
512 by 512 radiance map (real*4 binary) of monochromatic
flux for each major and minor planet The flux densities are
rescaled to the pixel size. Radiance values are included for
each pixel on the Moon's disk. The Sun is not Included.

A description of the input files necessary to run the program can be found in
previous Sections.

4.5 PORTABILITY

The program was developed on a Concurrent 3260 computer using a Fortran VII
compiler providing most of the extensions to ANSI X3.9-1978. Portability problems
should be limited to i/O statements. Therefore the open statements should be
modified to comply with the requirements of the Fortran compiler in use,

CBAMP has also been hosted on a COMPAQ 386 using Microsoft and Lahey
F77L-EM/32 Fortran compilers. The Microsoft version had to be limited in size to
less than 640K. Therefore the radiance array was eliminated In order to check the
compatibility, The Lahey compiler, not constrained to the 640K limit, produced
object code for the entire program. No compiler errors occurred after modifying
the open statements and the write statement that outputs the Image array.
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5 SUMMARY

This report has described the major algorithms and software modules now
available for scene generation within the CBSD program. As indicated in previous
sections, particularly Chapters 2 and 3, these modules will be undergoing
continuing refinements for 3-6 months, Primary among those refinements are
completion of the derivation of CBZODY vs IRAS ZOHF "best fit" parameters and
full assimilation of SKY Version 3 Into the point source module, Nevertheless, the
existing software is sufficiently mature, debugged, and validated against IRAS
data as to be available to support scene generation in a large variety of contexts.

As outlined in the Introduction, extensions to the point source module for more
complete treatments of nebulae and HII regions are presently in progress. In
addition, the point source module will soon be expanded to Include the four
classes of extra-galactic "point sources" for which luminosity functions are
available In the NASA/Ames SKY model: "red" normal galaxies, "blue" normal
galaxies, quasars, and Seyferts. Upon completion of those extensions, the IPAC
data base for large galaxies will be employed to provide CBSD with a spatially
complex description capability for approximately thirty galaxies.

At present, each CBSD module exists as stand-alone software, each has Its own
Input interface, and each generates Its own binary output Image. These modules
have very purposefully been Initially developed In this manner. Debugging and
validation are obviously simplified by this approach. In addition, this approach
streamlined the assimilation of early CBSD code versions Into SSGM, because it
made it possible to quickly "hard-wire" Individual CBSD modules Into SSGM
without dealing with multiple code Interface levels.

The final version of CBSD will include an "executive" module which will couple
each of the modules to one Input Interface and manage the Integrated operation
of the modules, directed at producing one summed output Image. This CBSD
"executive" module will generate one FITS-formatted Image file for each user
scene specification. (FITS Is a flexible end well-documented data standard which
greatly simplifies the transfer of large binary data sets between disparate
computers.) However, this CBSD architecture will still call for each module to
generate Its own partial output file, with a common binary format, each file
representing the contribution of one phenomenology to the IR background In a
given region of sky. In that manner, a user will always be able to examine the
Individual components of a "multi-component" scene. We believe that approach
will address the largest variety of usage Interests, and also simplify any future
augmentation of CBSD code.
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